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Welcome to the Anti-Racism issue of Rungh.Featured on
the following pages are art, creative writing , and critical
commentary addressingthis increasingly important subject.
As editors of this issue during a transition year for Rungh,
Sourayan Mookerjea and myself found ourselves thinking
about how to present such material in a journal that has
mostly devoted itself to issues around the arts and culture
from the South Asian diaspora. One of our concerns was
that, as soon as we broach the subject of anti-racism, we
necessarily move beyond what might be thought of as an
exclusively "South Asian" issue. How then , do we address
anti-racism adequately but still maintain some sort of
connection to South Asian arts and culture?
What we decided upon was a blend of materials originating
from a relatively wider spectrum of contributors. We also
wondered how to determine what an anti-racist article or
story or poem or artwork looks like-should it be simply
informative, should it be subtly creative, should it be polemical, or does any of that matter?
We hope, then , that the range of mater ials that follows at
least begins to address the complex issue of anti-racism in
a contemporary , mult i-racial world . In this issue you w ill
find: creative writing in the form of prose from Marwan
Hassanand Rabindranath Maharaj, poetry from S. Ramnath,
Wayde Compton , and Mina! Hajratwala , and two letters
from Phinder Dulai and Himani Bannerji; crit ical commen tary from Peter Hudson, the Poonani Posse, and Hiren
Mistry; dialogues on teaching and communicating from
Louise Saldanhaand Aruna Srivastava and Sharron Proulx
and Sanhita Brahmacharie; and an artist-run centre from
kevin d*souza and Arif Noorani addressing the complex
intersections of race, desire, and sexuality.
We hope this issueon anti-racism contributes to the sounds
of progressive change in all our communit ies.
-Ashok
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WHY DO WE DO THIS

IN THE CLASSROOM?

e Saldanha& ArunaSrivastaVil
it
In November 1996, we met to talk about the problems of doing anti-racist work in the university context.
We both teach English literature courses, Louise formerly at Grande Prairie Regional College and
currently at the University of Calgary, where she is working on her Ph.D. (with Aruna as one of her
supervisors). When we taped this discussion, Louise was in the middle of a course mandatory for Early
Childhood Education students called English 397: Literature for Younger Children a course in which
she was encountering some strong resistance from her students to any suggestion of anti -racist
analysis. It is this particular course that is both the focus of and reference point for our discussion.
Aruna was in the middle of courses on fiction for first-year students and a course called Aboriginal
Literature and Film. For some time now, we have been engaged in these discussions about the role
of woman of colour as instructor in the university setting, in terms of teaching, research , and the
institution generally. Both of us have been engaged in research into critical race theory and critical
pedagogy and are committed to working through some of these theoretical principles in our teaching.

LOUISEAruna, why do you do anti-racist
work in your classrooms?

ARUNA It was definitely a process, start ingwith my original interest in democrat ic
ways of teaching, which I learned from
teaching composition courses as a grad
student. I then saw connect ions between
pedagogical practice and my interest in
postcolonial theory and at the same time
was a practicing feminist , becoming aware
of my own identification as a racialized
woman . So, I wouldn't have called myself
an anti-racist teacher until about 5 or 6

slowly developed strategiesof dealingwith

know! I con-

race and racism in the classroom, some of

tinue to be inspired by the literature on

it by trial and error; I went through some

critical pedagogy and my initial goal in this

quite nasty stuff when I first started teach-

class, especiallysince itis a required course

ing, although not as much now . But I'm

for teacher educat ion students, was to

still not quite sure what motivates me; I

facilitate discussions around how educa-

have often talked about my confusion

tion is never neutral. The students in the

about whom I do this work for , and about

class are predominantly white and mid-

the troubling fact that I probably focus

dle-class and have, despite the currency

most on try ing to teach white students

of mult icultural and diversity discussions

about wh ite privilege: I still find that stu-

in their programme , never had to ques-

dents of colour get lost in that equation .

tion the ways in which the knowledges

That's still a real problem with my teach-

and values that inform their own educa-

ing. Why do you do this work. Louise?

tion practices are connected to their ra-

years ago, which went along with anti-

cial and economic

racism in the context of my academic
research and my community work. I quite

LOUISERight now , I don't

pr ivileges. I have

emphasized, from the first day of English
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397 [Literature for Younger Children],

however, the necessity of a critical self-

simply don't expect as much as I do in the

reflexivity so that we are aware of the

academic one. I'm much more forgiving of

ways in which not only children's books,

white people in myother communities ;

but the reasons we choose to teach or

I still like them and can challenge them

not teach certain books, works to "pro-

about their racism, privilege, blind spots;

duce" children within dominant ideology .

they can still be friends and co-workers .

But, as a woman of colour committed to

In the classroom, it's difficult not to

anti-racism, I suddenly find myself in this

indulge in the binaries: everything is

profoundly conflicted position asa woman

going really well or really badly, and

of colour and as the instructor: I have to

nothing in between .

convince these students that racism does
You talked about survival; a lot of women of

exist, that "race" has material conse-

colour who write about teaching also talk

quences in the lives of people of colour,

about different survival strategies, one of

that since (and this is one thing on which

which is in fact not doing this work as away

they all agree) the classrooms in which

of surviving, choosing to teach in that

they will teach will be increasingly multi-

"objective" authoritarian way. Although

racial, they cannot afford to not know

that's something that I personally reject, I

this, and that when they say that children

understand it and am curious about what

do not notice "race"that they are speaking

strategies we choose just to get through .

from their whiteness; and I feel I have to
be gracious, "helpful " (because I, too ,

LOUISEThis anti-racist analysisand con-

have internalized the myth that educators

sciousness that I have been coming into

should remain

over the last two years is so intimate to

detached

and, well,

teacherly) in the face of their white defen-

me-it

siveness and anger. This is hard on my

running into this wall of resistance..

really breaks my heart continually

soul, lots of wear and tear, and I am feeling
not up to this ... I know I'm setting up all
sorts of false standards formyself, but I
don't feel that I'm doing it particularly well
at this point . Now, my number one goal
has shifted from changing the world to
survival!

ARUNAContradictions:first,

we'rework-

ingagainstourown socializationaswomen
and teachers. Wanting to be liked: I remember reading bell hooks in Talking

Back, talking about trying to ignore the
desire to be liked; I find that that's easier

I don't want to te~ch in any sort of main-

as I go along. There are students who

stream way, but it's exhausting to think of

aren't going to like what I do, and yet part

facing years an~ years of this, often hos-

of what anti-oppression teachers, myself

The thing that you're better at than me is not
demonizing students; it's easier for me to
say they're al/like this even though I know
they are not: from their personal journals
I know that some students are slowly
starting to question privilege, their assumptions, and their knowledges. But is
"some" students enough? "Most" of the
students remain stuck very loudly in their
white defensivenessand it's tough to con-

tile, resistance from students for the rest

included, possessisa messianic side; so I

of my teaching career. Will I be hangingon

have also come to question the nature of

to a few crumbs here and there where

my investment in this work. There is a

students will write really thoughtful e-

positive side to it and students often vali-

mails to me, saying I get it? Sounds like

date that , but it also has a pernicious side:

some dysfunctional relationship right out

I am there to convincethe majority in the

me to write an article about this class,and
yet what the hell are they doing? In terms

tinually have to find ways through that,
which is why teaching this class has become all about survival. . . mine.
It's all very fine for tenured professors to tell

of Oprah! It was so much easier j ust to

classthat this is necessaryto do-outside

t each that "j ourney of the hero " thing in

of race or gender, there is something

of white alliance, why should it be my job

children's literature -

to fix white people? In order to make the

that's what I'm

contradictory about being in that position

sure right now the students would happily

of holding the truth even if you are teach-

students aware of social injustice, I have

hear: and they'll end up thinking I'm a

ing that truth is provisional. I think that's

to ensurethat they are feelinggood enough

great teacher and I've taught them some-

where the disappointment of anti-racist

about themselves so that they'll listen. As

thing. This might be to do with gender,

teaching comes in: your expectations far

long as they are allowed to think the

this feeling that I really want to be liked by

exceed what realistically happens. From

"problem" is out there-because they, as

everyone in the classroom .

my personal and other communities, I

self-reflexive practitioners, are "good"
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people, and they can only think of racism,

respond to our political teaching when it

sexism, homophobia, etc. occurring as
something apart from them -

comes down to it? Not always as nega-

then only

tively as we assume.

are they willing to think about how they,
as teachers, can work against inequity in

LOUISEI find it troubling

their classrooms. And, I feel, that this is as

that in attempt-

ing to suggest an anti-racist analysis in

far as we are going to get in this course, as

English 397, I have ended up giving so

far as I can push if I'm going to stay sane.

much space to whiteness. I realize that I

Yet, the white students are going to get

didn't give people of colour in my classa

away without questioning their white-

language to talk about their location as

ness. The most I might get by the end of

people of colour, and so when they're

the term is this white guilt thing. Yay.

trying to talk about their own experiences
But for now I'm not pushing it because I'm so

of race, class, etc. they're doubly uncom-

happy when these students even recog-

fortable. Talking about "race" hasfocussed

nize that we need images of children of

the attention

colour in picture books -

because their

unequipped to talk back, in a sense.

students, the children they will teach, will

They're tentative: How to talk about rac-

not all be white, and they are slowly

ism without offending the white people,

recognizing that children of colour need

their white friends and colleagues?I think

their presence affirmed through these

it would have really helped if I had put

on them, but they are

important, but never-seen, representa-

people of colour together in their own

tions. But, what is that really? What are

groups.

the consequences of letting them off so

ARUNA

easily? Even getting my students to the

internalized fears aren't completely false.

point where they see that racism exists

Take the example at the University of

has been hard work, because they don't

Calgary of the faculty opposition to uni-

want to see race, and they will see it only
as long as it doesn't affect their own lives.

ARUNA There

This is scary stuff, though: our

For me, it is harder when students of colour

versal, published teacher ratings. I have

leave my class, or when they don't them-

mixed feelings, and recognize what we as

are some people who'd

selves appreciate an anti-racist approach

faculty fear, yet I think there's something

say that's enough, that if a white student

because it inevitably singles them out. I

not quite logical about the assumption

leaves the class actually thinking about

have to confront my own sense of feeling

that innovative teachers will get bad evalu-

representation in teaching children's lit-

betrayed by them: what is our relation-

ations, and that published teaching ratings

erature then you've moved her one step

ship to students of colour -

do they feel

would discourage innovation. My own

along that admittedly-liberal path. I'm not

betrayed by us?This is the first year I've

evaluations have been pretty good, even

all that convinced: the most frustrating

done anything to move in their direction,

though some students are alwaysoffended

thing in anti-racist teaching -

where it

not just by having a group of aboriginal

by my pedagogy. Maybe, as you pointed

is when students seem to under-

students working in their own group, for

out, tenure affords me this sense of secu-

stand, and do the work, and yet you know

example, but by putting women of colour

rity, and maybe that was part of the rea-

that when they're really pressed to recog-

in the class in touch with each other

son I became more insistent about these

nize their privilege, all of the defensive-

because one of them was having trouble

issues this year: I finally had less to lose.

ness and denial occur, and that people of

with racism in her study group. Up to this

colour get hurt and other white people

point, I would have listened to that inner

who are in fact more racist get validated all

voice tell me thisis wrong, it is preferential

at the same time. About half the time I

treatment,and would internalize all possi-

think teaching in any group where you

ble complaints from white students. I think

fails -

have more white people than people of

that my failure has been a failure of nerve:

colour is going to result in that liberal

nothing wrong with that, we are condi-

dilemma. Are we wasting energy worry-

tioned to have failures of nerve. Is the

ing about that?

challenge we present really that big a deal
all the time -

how do students actually

G

LOUISE It's

overwhelming to confront

white oblivion, especially as a racialized
female. Despite students' claims that
"race" is irrelevant, I know, from their
comments, attitude, and behaviour, that
the fact that I am a woman of colour is
relevant, but no-one wants to talk about
it. They say instead: racism is no longeran
issue;we seeno burningcrosses.Everyone
is

equal.We're multicultural
. Facedwith this,

how do you present racism as a real

causeour academic and intellectual rheto -

problem, then? And they're so commit-

ric was the same, whereas in a first-year

ted to the idea of the democratic class-

course, students are less guarded, and I

room in which everyone can speak and is

can challengethem directly . My own sense

heard equally. Sowhy do the three women

of safety is less in a grad course or a South

of colour in the class never sayanything in

Asian course because there students had

a large group setting? And why is it that

the languageof multiculturalism, which is

the rest of the class does not notice?

what you got in your class, Louise, aswell:

One of the most difficult things is to

the rhetoric is so smooth that you get

challenge this liberal ideology which

caught in other traps. I had a student in the

makes some people's silence, somehow

first-year course talking about Medicine

look like equality .

River,clearly not seeing her racist stere-

ARUNA There 's

otypes, but I didn't get as upset as I would
lots of contradictions

with a student in my senior aboriginal

there : if we recognize that racism has

literature class saying exactly the same

been learned through a lifetime, then it's

thing and that's because I expect such a

understandable but weird that we 'd as-

student by then to be racist in more subtle

sume that that would change significantly
in a couple of months. It's amazing that

wouldn 't seem so personal and crucial as

anyone in 3 months would intervene in

it does now?

their own thinking, even to the point of
moving from none ofus see raceto raceis

a problem. Combine that with race not
being the only factor : look at other ideologies, including a strong, conservative
educational system where there is very
little encouragement for students to think
critically; we do little to reward them for
taking risks. It may not be comforting but
I remember , when I feel defeated and
upset, that good teachers know that most
learning occurs outside the classroom,
and long after their particular influence.
Very rarely do we get feedback, unlesswe
have students who take our classesagain.

frustrating, coded discussionsabout white
guilt, which are reallyabout whether rac-

LOUISE Here at the University of Calgary

ism and whether oppression of abor iginal

everyone tells me I'm lucky to get a senior

peoples really exist. As students move

course in my area of research. Maybe so,

through the university system, they think

but I feel it as a huge responsibility too

less critically perhaps, but can mask rac-

because I want to make a crucial interven-

ism and their own privilege in increasingly

tion . So, in doing anti-racist teaching, I risk

sophisticated and elitist ways: our com-

unpopularity, but still maintain my com-

mitment cannot match the institutional

mitment to the principles of critical edu-

commitment to denying that inequality

cation . This work is difficult , but then how

exists in its hallowed halls.

can I not do it? I guess, when I think about
what I was saying earlier, about losing
sight of my commitment, I realize that I'm
making a choiceto do this anti-racist work
and that it is alwaysgoing to be crucial and

I think there are several reasons why teaching
in university doesn't allow for good antiracist work: we're teaching too many
people at structured times, we have no
time to debrief, no flexibility in time , we

personal.

Students do come back to our classes
more often, because we teach them ways

ways, which means you have to get into

grade students, there is a liberal expecta-

ARUNA It depends too

on how invested

tion that this is free space, a level playing

to radically change themselves; we have

you are in a course : I got much more

ground. Actualtalk of oppression makes

to still the naysaying vo ice compla ining

upset with whiteness in my course on

people upset and angry. Also , I have inter -

that we are " cultic"

South Asian diasporic literature than I do

nalized too many institutional values. It's

pedagogies are very demanding, and I

teachers .

Our

in the course on Aboriginal literature,

easy to say this with tenure, but I still feel

have an increasing respect of the work

becausemy identity was being challenged,

that for all of us going through the ranks,

that students do in my classes,because it

negated. With first-year novel courses, I

we make more of those institutional fears

is hard. Still, it is difficult to remember all

don't have the same expectations I have

than are actually real. What happens to us

these long-term effects when faced with

with senior or graduate courses. When I

is often arbitrary-anti-racist

work itself

racism in the classroom , or with racial

think about first -year students, their idiom

won't mean always that we don't get a

dynamics, and to remind ourselves that

is different: my choice would be to have

job. From a privileged place, it is frustrat -

this resistant student might, three years

students without sophisticated rhetoric;

ing to succumb to those fears, because

down the road, be an anti-racist activist .

in our graduate course, for example, you

anti-racist work at the university occurs in

couldn't tell who was being racist, be-

a very protected setting, which is prob-

Can you imagine a situation in which what
you 're going through

at the present

ably why it isn't working . I waste so much
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energy on that teacherly sense of being

fair to all students in the same way;espe-

one way the university allows us to do

ciallythe students who are taking up too
much space get more from me than those
who really need me to hear them-we ' re

anti-racist work in the classroom more
easily, I guess .
But the way in which doing this work is so

back to why do this at all?

difficult is more abstract, but no less tan-

LOUISEBut

you're not paid to do it;

gible. Even if you walk into an empty

you're paid to be there, and you've chosen

classroom, you can see how knowledge is

to do anti-racist teaching, and I totally

being organized and produced: there are

admire your energy and the commitment

the rows of desks all neatly facing the one

that this takes -

sometimes, for me , it's

big desk that sits in the front, where the

really hard to get out of bed . To take this
stuff on, day after day, keep strategizing

blackboard is, the screen for the over head projector is, where THEANSWERis,

around and through student resistance , is

and, thus , where I'm supposed to be .

tough, tough work. And sometimes it
seems like there's so few of us doing this

I want to restructure this space, redistribute
the power inherent in its design, and

work, and why is that? Do you have to

encourage students to participate in their

suffer racial, gender, or class oppression
in order to fight oppression? Structurally ,

white teachers , it also assumes that I can

own knowledge-making : Why do we like

this makes little sense. But, then, why

always do it better than people who are

or dislikecertain children 's books?Where

change the world when it's working so
well for you?! It gets kind of lonely at

substituting for me, and who have been

have our ideas about what a "good " chil-

paid to replace me .

dren's book come from? Where do our
ideas about who a "child" is come from?

times , especially after a really tough class,
because most of my colleagues cannot
understand the frustrations I experience,
cannot understand why this sort of teach ing is politically important , cannot under stand why I would want to do this to
myself, and cannot, like many of the students I teach, understand the ways in
which they, themselves , need to unlearn

LOUISEThis

current economic climate

also functions as a major obstacle to doing

What are the consequences, especially as
teachers , of our beliefs? Yet some stu-

this work in the university. We , as aca-

dents ' intense unwilligness to work on

demics , have not theorized enough the

these ideas tends to overtake our class

ways in which the university has aligned

and I thus find it increasingly difficult to

itself with corporate agendas, and stu-

avo id so easily slipping into that beckon ing "I'm the teacher " space in front of the

dents therefore are increasinglymotivated
by the bottom line: how is anti-racist

class. That authoritarianism looks mighty
good most days! This is my first response
(survival, again?) to occupy that space of

whether the liber-

work in the classroom going to help them
find, and keep, a job? This is something
that keeps surfacing in English397 as well.

alism and the individualism of the very
system that we're critiquing is what gets

I understand that these teachers in train ingare very concrete thinkers which makes

us into trouble: Istill really believe that I'm

sense because they will be going into

on my own, and a lot of my strategies are

classrooms where they will be faced with

solitary strategies.That's where we re-

twenty high-energy kids. So I can under -

vert to the authoritarian thing, into that
conundrum that feminist teaching faces as

stand the need for a concreteness , but it's

the boss; this is the way it is; this is a racist
worldwe livein;that's yourhistory;how are
you accountableto that history? take notes;
writeit all down; no debate; it'll be on the
final. You know, even saying this to you , I

the uncriticality that bothers me : the as-

know how problematic this impulse is,

well: I know very few feminist teachers

sumption that critical thinking isn't helping

but it sounds so good , so "safe," so not -

who teach radically differently from the
way things have always been done, al-

anyone these days to get a job . The mes -

exhausting . It's definitely a real challenge

their racism.

ARUNABut I wonder

authority in front of the class waiting for
me and which is too easily slipped into : I'm

radical. I also found it was very hard for
me to let go of my classes when I went on
sick leave this term: I had the opportunity

sage I'm getting is: fine, children'sliterature
is heavilyideologicaland worksin the interests of specificpower and culturalnorms,
but we're not goingto get workreminding
anyone of that, especially in the school

to say these are not my possessions
, these

system where there are much more vis-

courses,you can benefit fromother instructors,and I did not take that opportunity .

ible pressures from the institution, the

people (embodied so visibly in this class
by me, but where I am the instructor). It's

principal, the parents. Ironically, that is

a tough negotiation : my formal authority

though what they are teaching can be

Although that was partly a valid distrust of

0

to resist the way these authoritative spaces
are there for us to occupy, especially
do ing this anti-racist teach ing which is
about confronting unequal power relations between white people and racialized

versus my dispowerment especially be-

cause my "instructor-presence"

in the

I'm working with people who are, or will

that rac-

be, teaching very soon) about what we

ism no longer exists. Ifa woman of colour

teach and, more importantly, but less

can teach an English literature class, then

visibly to all of us, how we teach.

class proves to my students -

we 've come a long way baby, actually
My resistance

we've come all the way . Again, it's that
idea of classrooms being this free, democratic space somehow

independent

to 1scoverfor themsetves

of

the ramm, classism, sexism that may (although they are not convinced that it

to the knowledge-counter

knowledge idea is: if I have half a year to
teach a children's literature course that's
anti-racist in both pedagogy and content,

·,<· ::-::,::::';.,:
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how limiti~ their knowledge
0

does) exist outside its walls.

I want it to be a vehicle for people of
colour and aboriginal people writing children's literature. I didn 't want to have

And look at the ways in which we organize
the curriculum; courses in English Litera-

ill

ally is, andthen to dis

ture are always compartmentalized , as if
they are somehow separate from each
other: Victorian Literature, Shakespeare,

white writers in the course because these
writers take up too much space already.
Everybody has heard of Robert Munsch,

other ways bf knowing'
.'

Children's Literature. How about a course

but who has heard of Adwoa Badoe?
And, why is that? The final research project
in my class gives students the chance to

on discourse, which would include some

It's difficult not to fall into that place of

select a children's book of their choice to

children's books? This might help us get

telling students where to find things, easy

work with and, get this: everysingleone of

away from the extremely entrenched idea

not to be critical about where I stand on

my students has selected a picture book

of "children" as untainted by the historical

issues; and I'm stillentranced by how easy

by a white person about a white person .

and social realities in which they are pro -

it is--even

in a mediated or strategic

And none of them have noticed, despite

duced, and to get away from the notion

way-to

take on the authority and have

the emphasis in our class reading on books

that interrogating these politics contami -

students accept that uncritically. Even if I

by aboriginal people and people of col-

nates the "innocence of childhood ." Dif-

say that my knowledge is partial and situ-

our. This blows my mind. So, no doubt

ferent ways of organization-both

at the

ated, it's astonishing how quicklyand read -

about it, white writers have, in the end,

pro-

ily we all fall back into well she's the prof

found plenty of space even where I was

and she's talkingmore and she's answering
our questionsso we pay more attention to
her and primarilywe don't pay attentionto
each other. With racism, this means the

committed to not giving them any! They

structural and curricular levels-can

duce different kinds of knowledges, and
make it easier to "do " critical pedagogy in
the classroom .

ARUNA One

of the things in my pedagogy

white students don't listen to other white

that I'm still convinced works is this no-

are there, if not physically, certainly still
foremost in the students' mind.
Getting back to this knowledge-counter

students who are working things through,

knowledge idea, and my desire to struc-

tion , articulated by Joyce Kingamong oth-

and who can help them out, but they also

ture a course without white writers ... I

ers , of knowledge

don't listen to students of colour, be-

don't want to have a mainstream version

knowledge : asking students to find out for

cause they don't recognize them as pro-

of Columbus in order to teach Thomas

themselves the dominant forms of knowl-

viding knowledge they should know.

King's Coyote Columbus Story because

and

counter-

edge they possess, and countering that
with other, less "well-known" knowledges ,

LOUISEThat's

doesn't this re-centre whiteness? King's
very useful: how to get

text , then, gets read as an alternativeto

facts, stories . I'm still convinced that it is as

students to think on their own about

dominant history. Indeed, the students

important for students to discover for

what knowledge they have and don't have .

would have different responses to Coyote

themselves how limited their knowledge

Especially since they arrive in this class

ColumbusStoryifthey had read something

actua lly 1s. and then to discover other

fully expecting, as they-and

"more mainstream"

ways of knowing that I can direct them to

dent, do this too-to

but not provide for them . And this is

notes, ingest, regurgitate) stuff from the

where I get into that charge from col-

instructor. In English 397, what the stu-

"bad grammar" (I'm not kidding!) as they

leagues that my pedagogy is lazy. I don't

dents want to learn is the WAY to teach

did. But what are the politics then? The

give students answers, or do the research

children's books to children . It is as if

aborigin'al writer writing against the cen-

for them, don't provide the knowledge or

teaching doesn't involve making certain

tre? There's plenty of room for white

the counter -knowledge myself.They need

choices (and this is doubly scary because

people, without putting them on the

to discover allthe knowledges themselves.

0

I, as a stu -

"learn" (read: take

first. Maybe they

wouldn't have coded their discomfort
with the book through their focus on its

course .

ARUNA What

you can also do is ask how

mal collaborative work: lots of people in

do you know what you know?For instance,

the class as co -teachers, especially using

the historical context of Standard English:

white allies. But in terms of saying / need

I send students away to find out what

help,I can't . At the personal level, yes; the

"English" is. Is their English "standard?"

community level, yes . The only collabora-

Even their own lived experience tells them

tive work I do in the classroom is with

that their own English isn't grammatical,

students, which can be problematic. And

and then they can make connections be-

other things get in the way: like you and I

tween oral stories and their own speak-

teaching our classes at the same time of

ing, although it's harderforthem

to move

day. But why can 't we just switch with

on to critique their ideas of what they

each other or cancel one class? Even with

think literature should teach:its ethics or

guests, we shoulder the responsibility for

morality. This method also allowed me to

the class's reactions to them, instead of

absent myself from the debate altogether,

sharing the burden with those guests and

because it's very frustrating to get into the

with the students.

"Bad English/Good English" argument .

LOUISEIt's crucial for my students

to see

some sort of collective. including white

Around race, too, people get into weird
discussions about racism, particularly

I'm wondering ifwe can talk about collabora -

othering it to the US. Best way to stop

tion for a bit. This has become increas-

that conversation

in its tracks was to

inglyimportant for me, in the writing I do,

occurs in class where I am always filtered

introduce literature by African Canadians

but also in my teaching practice. I'm real-

through racist and sexist perceptions. The

or ask students to find out what the

izingthat in order to keep doing this work ·

students, especially in a class like the one

history of slavery is in Canada, or where

in the classroom, both sanely and safely,

I'm currently teaching, comprised oflargely

and when the largest settlement of black

it's critical to do it collaboratively. This

of teachers-in -training, could see that peo-

people in Canada is. And then come back

way, to get politically aware people of

ple of colour don't live in isolation , that

and tell me that slavery and oppression

colour, students, professors, across disci-

racism isn't an individual experience, or

didn't exist here. It also works to do

plines and faculties, to get white allies,

the problem of people of colour. that

standard anti-racist exercises based on

community activists, together to facilitate

there is a need for alliance to fight oppres -

history: whendid whitesupremacistgroups

the class, allows students to see beyond

sion.

first come to Canada?how long have they
beenhere?whatkindoffundingdo theyget?,

this individual instance of this particular
class of English397. It provides them with

allies, working in•class. This would also
change the interpersonal

dynamic that

Although I really feei this as critical educa-

so that they can't argue even that white

an opportunity to see how oppression

tional practice, I have trouble envisioning

supremacy only exists in the US. It takes a

works systemically, and to see that there

what such a course would actually look

lot less emotional energy for me because

is no one way to read a book, teach in a

like, except at the basic level of us joining

the information is there and available to

classroom, or fight for justice. Facilitating

our courses, for example , which would

them. Students who don't want to do this

a class collaboratively would also be less

just make for a massive class. Thus, the

won't, but others find that even small

soul-wearying for those of us courageous

idea of curricular reform keeps offering

facts will shift their perception completely

(or crazy) enough to do this work day

itself as one of the most viable possibili-

of what they know and how. This hap-

after day. It would be so important for me

ties . For instance, a language and politics

pens as much for students of colour as for

to have this community, but it also would

class would make this collaboration more

white students, which is where I succeed

be a critical way for students to see our

workable.

in that battle not to privilege white stu-

work as not occurring in isolation and our

dents. You can always work on internal-

work as occurring differently depending

ized racism through counter-knowledge.

on our racial or economic privilege.

LOUISESo even

at the level ofresearch:

ARUNA Sometimes

it is a matter of just

doingit, because, although there are institutional barriers and reasonings to pre-

ARUNA I wonder

why it is that although I

vent collaboration, there's all sorts of

go f,nd out the historyof slaveryin Canada
yourselfandthencomebackwiththatknowledge. That's a way in which I can see

know that the first lesson in my commu-

examples of people informally sitting in on

nity work is not to do anti-racist work-

classes. My fear is that it isn't seen as quite

shops alone, to debrief, I still haven't

proper to have informal co-teachers, yet

counter-knowledge

learned that lesson in teaching. I do infor-

there's precedent for some of these ideas.

thought of that.

working. I hadn't

Like splitting our large classes and meet-

ing them less often: nothing to say we

and we are expected to solve problem s

can't make our classes smaller that way.

like those you've had. And a lot of us

It's not a great solution but nobody op-

invest energy in these classesin the name

posed it when I did it this term; it works ,

of something larger. The goal isn't the

and yet to some people it seems an un-

subject, like "Milton"-

the goal is differ-

canny thing to do . We are fixated on

ent, and if we seethose not working , then

certain ways of doing things. Why does

we take so much more time to get it back

the prof hasto there all the time? Why not

on track. As an anti-racist worker you

have10 people come in together to teach?

have put an awful lot of work into fixing
the course instead of easilygiving up on it,

One of the things we have done in this con-

like other faculty seem to have done,

versation is talk about anti-racist teaching

presuming it insoluble. People like you

in a top-down way : us vs. them . One of

put so much effort in pure pedagogical

the ways to establish a sense of commu-

terms, just not to make that default to the

nity and dialogue, making the classroom

lowest common denominator .

lessprivate , is to think of anti-racist teach-

LOUISE Is

ing in the context of how we teach each
other . What have you learned from me?

there space for listing that

energy on the tenure form, spaceto write

What have I learned from you? From

take it over until it is unrecoverable .

that in?This anti-racist teaching, as emo-

other colleagues, white allies, from stu-

LOUISEAt this point, right in the midst of

tionally and physically taxing as it is, has

dents? In the aboriginal literature class I
learned from women of colour in particu lar that in fact they are willing to create
and learn from commun ity; they taught
me about thei r willingness as stranger s to
help and support another woman , and
formulated

what has turned out to be a really tough
course, you know I can't think of one
thing I've learned from the students in
English 397. I'll have to get back to that
later, th ink about it when I have a bit of
distance once the term has ended.

several different solutions

themselves after I asked for their help. I

taken away from my own research, my
dissertation work, and that's where the
system sucks. Traditional ways of teaching take far less energy, and therefore
more is more conducive to " success,"
promotion, that sort of thing. This form
of critical pedagogy and the energy it

From you , I've learned the importance of

needs is completely devalued it seems to

was surpr ised at ways in which thei r whit e

community, which is something I've never

me, and there's no space to talk about it

allies and friends also pitched in to help

experienced, especially since you are my

unlessyou 're doing it. I guess I can under-

someone they didn 't know-that

advisor and I shouldn't be revealing the

stand when people tell me to write arti-

is how

the politics of community works. My own

difficulties I'm having like this -

the uni-

cles about my experiences with this

fear has prevented me in the past from

versity doesn't promote trust. As awoman

teaching and this class, or tell me (and it' s

initiating community action within the

of colour , you understand things; I don't

only white folk who tell me this) how

classroom.

haveto explain why th is teaching is doubly

"brave" I am for doing this kind of work ,

From you I've learned that it's easyfor me to
be complacent about anti-racist teaching:
t hat I do have accumulated authority that
gets me through a lot of stuff, even when
I'm being actively resisted. I know my
institution well enough to know where
my resources are, and know that personally too there 's little that w ill prevent me
from staying sane th rough this process.
I've learned that it 's perfectly possible to

difficult when taken on by a racialized

but why the hell don't they do it as well?

female, which is important support in

I'm being cynical, I suppose, but the uni-

getting through this type of teaching. Our

versity, at both a systemic and an indi-

alliance is crucial to me. Especially with

vidual level, really does work against this

this class,there are still points where this

teaching. I feels like there 's no spacefor it,

anti-racist project seems too big. But I

and to literally make room is bodily ex-

think Aruna's probablygoing throughthis

hausting. And where is there room fo r

too. This is what I feel to be mentoring , not

exhaustion.

ally happens among profs and their gradu-

-------l@-

ate students. That 's so cool.

Work Cited: King.Joyce.1991." Dysconscious

the trad it ional God/ Adam thing that usu-

have a concatenation of things that make
a truly horrible class: as much as I could

ARUNA It is interesting for me to see you

t heorize what was going on in your class,

not recognize yet how much you have

all of that meant nothing in the context of

done with that classas their teacher. We

that part icular group of your students; it is

do have a lot of power and responsibility,

possible for a minority of bad students to

Racism: Ideology, Identity , and the Miseducation of Teachers." The EducationFeminism

Reader. Ed. Lynda Stone (with the assistance
of Gail Masuchika Boldt). New York and
London : Routledge, 1994. 336-348.

aboriginal women & women of colour
workin_
g together
by Sharron
Sanhita As a young South Asian woman

Proulx-Turner

& Sanhita

Brahmacharie

ized that First Nations people had no place

hand and as quaint feather- and bead-

growing up on the prairies in the 1970s, I

in either of my definitions-that , in fact,

bedecked repositories of natural spiritual

knew of only two categories in matters of

aboriginal peoples were as invisible to me

knowledge on the other .

race: "them" and "us." "They" were what

as I was, in all my "visible minority" glory, to

my parents called Canadians-tall,

white Canadian culture .

rangy

I have remained resistant to both images.
However, I have still internalized the im-

white Christians of indeterminate cultural
heritage who actually belonged in this cold
country.
The rest of "us" were shooed into the cat-

Myfirstencounterwith Canadianstereotypes

plicit messagesbehind these stereotypes . I

of First Nations people occurred in early

have inadvertently seen First Nations peo-

February 1976 in the booming oil town of

ple as not relevant to my everyday city-girl

Grande Prairie, Alberta . I was six years old

life. I have experienced aboriginal people as

egory of "visible minority." We were small

and in Grade One-newly

immigrated,

a void . I have absorbed the message that

isolated groups of black, brown and yellow

non-English speaking and conspicuously

what happens to First Nations people is

folk careful not to be seen together too

brown-skinned.

not my concern, not relevant to my urban

often lest we present ourselves as targets.
We were marked by our difference . We
looked different, smelled different, thought
different. Our dreamy-eyed parents huddled over steaming cups of tea on
winter nights talking longingly
of different, far-off places

existence.
My classwas engaged in one of those manic
Valentine's-Day-inspired art projects which

As I have begun my political work at the side

involved weaving brightly coloured strips

ofFirst Nations women, I have been struck

of construction paper through a heart-

not so much by my misinformation as by

shape.A classmate,who had been told that

my total lack of information . For me, the

I was "Indian," shook her platinum pig-

task has been to educate myself about First

tailed head at my weaving ineptitude . She

Nations people and issues. I have learned

proclaimed to my puzzled and only par-

that these are not "their" issues. but also

It was not until I

tially comprehending ears that she thought

mine.

· ..>was much older

that all Indians knew how to weave bas-

and visits back home.

that I real-

kets, track animals and build teepees.

As a woman of colour who speaksout against
racism, sexism, classism and homophobia ,

Over the years, the information I have re-

I have come to the conclusion that the

ceived about First Nations people has in-

issuesof First Nations women are inextri-

creased in quantity rather than quality. I

cably bound to my own ; that the same eyes

have been fed the usual dichotomy

that diagnose my difference as a malignant

of aboriginal people as repre-

tumour to be excised from the white Cana-

hensibledrunken, lazy,un-

dian psyche have attempted to destroy

grateful no-gooders
on one

aboriginal women , children and men for
five hundred years.

SharronI'm white -skinned and blue-eyed,
red-nosed with the kind of shining silver
hair that grows only on the young. I'm not

a "white" in th_esam

most other peoples , new and old immi-

refuses to acknowledge issues of class,

I'm not a woman ofc .

grants, do .

sexual orientation and race.

aboriginal woman fro ,
ojibwa, algonquin, fren'2
try. I'm a member of th/~
alberta, which in itself is a win
tea and yacking.
I speak only for myself and fro

truth is, this country thrives on capitalism. and

Working with First Nations women, for me,

generally, capitalists don't look back ex-

is a ·matter of integrity. As a woman of

cept to find a role model who made more

colour I cannot, in good conscience, per-

money and if they look forward, it's to

petuate the same oppression upon Abo -

where they 're going to vacation in the

riginal women as is inflicted on me. If we're

winter.

asking white Canadians not to use thei r

ences and knowledge. I spea

privilege to oppress people of colour, peowhen I was a kid, I got teased and beaten and

joanne arnott means when she says;~ .Q , < " .•

···-·:·,
L.':t.qr=:~:·,=-~}t':"

of colour are our "natural allies'.!.'.'
a:s'faf'as;'
racism goes. there's some level~~ere p~r:'
experiences of racism are identica.l i and
I think that's on impact. lmpa~/

N';

air.

No breath . Shame. Shame on you, shame.
Whatever's being felt at that moment of

raped for being indian. my mom flatly de-

ple of colour cannot be part of a structure
that oppresses Aboriginal people .

. nied it. fin. she got beaten and raped for
that but they were wrong . she was french.

Sharron last week

greg young-ing was in

pure french. most of the time I feel that

calgary to launch a powerful first book, the

denial my mother passed on to me in my

randomflow of bloodand flowers. after the

place of shame. my place of shame is in my

reading when a bunch of us aboriginal and

body in my spirit.

folks of colour and one white woman are
piling into cars, a voice splits the air with

impact can't be measured. Yet if impact

as an adult living in the city , I've never been

can't be measured, can velocity? Like when

thought of as an aboriginal person by a non-

a shotgun shell goes in one side and comes

aboriginal person w_.

hate. danger pulls me out from inside the
car. that voice's upper body is pounding on
the window of a car, that voice's lower

on out the other/

parts are slipping grabbing for some gravel
I've been facilitating anti-racism and aborigi-

on the road. that voice's face is twisted

nal sensitivity workshops for about ten

hate. that voice's fist punches punches

years and ifl could say anti-racism work has

flashes brass, stop police stop police get

gaps, it's because the gaps are full ofind ians.

out of the fucking car.

what I mean by that is overall , no one is
it's then I notice all of us are there . all of us

discriminated against in this country as

aboriginal and folks of colour and one white

much and with as much wit and passion

woman are there when that terrorized

as aboriginal peoples.
this country is built on racism. if it's important
to point out the samenesses of the experiences of racism among aboriginal women
and women of colour, it's important to
point to some differences. immigrants learn
to hate aboriginal peoples right away. if not
at home, then in the history books, the art,
novels, movies, esl classes,tv, newspapers,
ads, comics, video games, and so on . immigrants learn not to question the politics of
this "fir st world"

country

where

the

benevolents are giving a break.
the way I see it. aboriginal peoples didn't
come to this land of opportunity to better
ourselves, to escape war or poverty, disease or corruption.

can't

come

to

someplace you already are. generally, overall, so on and so forth, our peoples don't
aspire to become famous in that special
(fe)male western european mo neymakersat-any-cost way, while generally, overall,

side by side
and our iss

e same. However,

understandingofthis
feeling-this ~e'
~$~ofshamefulnessfor being o~r~elves
. ?lehave an implicitunderstandingofracismand the impactit has on
our lives.and we have a profound understandingofthe power of our voiceswhen
we're able to go beyond the oppressors'
logic.Ourpoweriscreatedwhenwe areable
to meet as equals and hear each other's
stories, unfiltered by the shade of either
"official"historiesor popularstereotypes.

Sanhita

woman of colour steps out and onto the
ice. our presence shifts her fear to outrage
and she/we question question challenge
challenge. that voice's power chokes on its
own hate.
that's where I'd like to see us be: a force to be
reckoned with. a force which cannot be
ignored like crickets in the night. we, aboriginal folks and folks of colour and one
white woman are not "the minorities." we
are the majorities . so when we abor,i "" a:I
folks carry out our duty to protec

r

earth from slaughter, when ,
I am proud of the strong work

that First Nations women and women of
colour are doing together . Truth is, we
need each other . From my perspective,
anti-oppression work is like a braided silken
cord . A nti-racism work which does not
address the issues of First Nations people
is no different than anti-sexism work which

settlement of centuries-bl
,,. .:?

<-:

when we demand ou
.

. . '<i}

nation, Join
qllies>o·

,6~
ilci
thing

t's write together, let's

speik together. let's eat together. to heal.
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veru au eone
A profile of four young South Asians,
their unique anti-racist strategies,
and their streetwise commentaries
on 'anti-racism and the everyday..!

by Hi ren Mistry

Teaching people that anti-racism is an every-dayissue is
difficult in itself. But convincing people that anti-racism
is everydaypeople'swork seems to be posing an equally
difficult challenge.
Within the complex web of oppressions we are
caught in, the detestable (but, sadly, inevitable) "lateral
violence" brothers and sisters inflict upon one another
is on the verge of claiming its next innocent victim: the
authority and voice of the young South Asian Canadian.
Within the context of the anti-racist struggle, academics, theorists, workshop leaders, and "establishedartists" seem to be the only ones who are given any
authority about how and where this "people's struggle"
is happening. Or at least that is what the latest news
about anti-racist work-found
within the journals, the
dissertations, and the conferences - seems to be
saying.
The "people" referred to in these official discussions
about racism ironically remain anonymous, and consequently they remain without a voice of their own. As
the move towards an anti-racist future is being made,
the issues of voice, whose voice, silence, and access
demand serious consideration. It would be a set-back
for us all if anti-racism work began to be associated only

Sumi ta Bidaye
Sumitawasbornin
1975 in Toronto .
She is the daughter of immigrants
from Maharastra and currently
is in her third year of Environmental Studies and Education .
She has this to say about her
own work: "I'm interested in
anti-racism, which means that
I also look at environmental
racism, who is exploited, and how,
in the global exploitation of labour,
media representation,
and how the
various systems we live within attempt to make us more
materialistic.
I don't go for the traditional
anti-racist
'multicultural'
model." On and off campus, Sumita also
strongly commits herself to organizing against police brutality. In Toronto, she has been one of the strongest in speaking
against the 4 recent unprovoked fatal shootings of Black and
South Asian men by Metro Police. On a wider scale, Sumita
has committed herself to disseminate knowledge about both
journalist and former Black Panther, Mumia Abu-Jamal's
unlawful sentence to death-row, and the Philadelphia-based
Black liberation organization, MOVE (which, in 1985 , was
bombed by Philadelphia police. Eleven MOVE members died
in this attack, including five children) .

with a particular generation, a particular way of speaking about it, and a particular reference point from which
anti-racism work can potentially happen.
By profiling the lives of four young South Asians and
their unique views on anti-racism it is hoped that the
readers of this Anti-Racism issue will challenge themselvesto make the links with, and embrace the scope of,
the anti-racist realities they speak of.
The four individuals profiled in this piece are intelligent, but not necessarily "intelligentsia". They are
"down" with what needs to be done in their communities, but they are not down on the communities themselves. The bridges they are creating are daring, but are
by no means dangerous for us to extend into our own
lives. And most importantly, their views and their lives
speak from their everyday, which within the current
state of much "official anti-racist" work, makes such
lives and views extraordinary.

Rahnn Lad.ha

e

Rahim's parents moved to Canada, from Uganda, after the
1972 exodus. He was Born in Kamloops, BC, but to this day
is not sure how his family ended up there.
"In 1991, I decided I was going to write . I had great
diffculty in expressing myself to others-especially
loved
ones. School didn't allow me to grow in this way so I left.
Writing, in the form of plays and poetry later on, at least gave
me the opportunity to focus on expression. So now I try to
help those who are struggling to express and find voice .

I've voluntarilyvisited school libraries to check
out what was available to the students, only
to realize that there was very little to speak
to their experiences . So, I gave away books
to those who needed inspiration, especially
to those younger than myself as part of one
of the many small organizations for writers
I ran out of my basement. I don't have any
books left on my shelf because I continue to
give books away . Because one of the key things
I've learned about expression is that we must help
each other in the process , and create community through it .. . "

Anti-Racism
Sumita When

Today

anti-racist projects or movements stay "down-

town," what I don't see happening is the critique of what the
urban setting means in itself, such as the White idea of the
metropolis, or White civilization, as being better, the assump tion that the environment is something that needs to be
controlled, and the idea that the subjugation of workers is
deserved. These are the implications for the urban experience .
The philosophies that bind-or separate-our
relationship to
land play a huge part in how we can potentially create unde r-

Har jeet Badwall

standing and compassion with each other. It makes such a

Harjeet was born in 1971 , and raised in the Toronto
suburb of Oakville . Attending York University ( an
institution with a large South Asian population)
in the fall of 1991 began a bitter -sweet journey
into the meaning of her own South Asian iden tity in Canada . In her third year the idea of
creating a safe space within the university for
young South Asians to speak about their individual and collective issues crystallized with the
formation ofSAID: South Asian Issues Discussed .
Since its inauguration
in 1993 SAID has become a
vital link between the critical voice of South Asian youth,
and the various schools, organizations , and communities within
the city. Harjeet has also worked with the South Asian Womens'
Centre as part of a project to provide services for young women in
crisis, and she has worked with ASAE (Alliance for South Asian
AIDS Prevention ) as a networker between mainstream and South
Asian service agencies. In between , Harjeet was on the Board for
DESH PARDESH for two years-a time during which the voice for
'youth ' was strongly increased.

for apprenticeship from the land, whereas European colonized

difference when , say, indigenous people from Guatemala ask
civilization wants to stay as far away from land as poss ible.
Holistic revolution is needed. We need to fight holistic oppres sion. These links matter as we struggle against oppression.
This critique of anti-racist projects as downtown-centric

is

important for other reasons too . The majority of the most
oppressed peoples live in the low-income suburbs. So when
demonstrations are happening downtown, what is neglected is
the suburban reality. The White suburbs are a real obstacle for
mobilization and visibility for many of the oppressed . The
dissemination of knowledg~specially

for the youth-needs

to be happening here too.

RahimIwonder

where the love is in the anti-racist movements .

For myself, my expression, which is deeply personal, is my
means for activism. It's coming straight from within. I agree that
there are times when we must get up and march to protest. But
when people rely on these gestures as being anti-racist work,

DJ Guru Prasad
"In high-school we had a band . All brown
guys, though not all were South Asian, because some were from the Middle-East . We
could have been classifed under industrial
music though we played basically anti-music that was non-political. Our only agenda
was to crush all agendas ...which is something
I don 't necessarily agree with any more . But
over ali it was a very important time for all ofus ,because it was rare
to see that kind of cultural mix , in that kind of experimental space."
It is this "blurring oflines ," as Guru calls it, that has been at the core
of his experiences at community radio, on the air, on the mix ,at the
school newspaper, in the clubs, and as an independent experimental "music-life-and culture" writer over the past 5 years. "Being
involved in community radio was incredible when I frst began . Not
only was I forced to open my mind and ears to everything from
techno, to death -metal, to Australian indigenous music, but I was
also being confronted by people, like a White punk-rocker-who
looked like a Dread-politicizing
me about racism . I was forced to
confront myself about why I liked certain people and certain types
of music . Was it because they were either being represented on the
cover of a magazine or got critical acclaim from the 'right people?'
I really began to question how people form judgments ...
That process of 'blurring ' was beautiful."

full stop, I become worried that people are not thinking and
feelingfor themselves. Rigiditycan become the oppressor itself.
When one is more elastic, it comes through humility and
respect-respect
for another person's opinion. Struggle is part
of any anti-racist movement, but that means that any movement , or all movements , need to pay heed to the condition and
nurturing of the soul. Unless we take care of the battles within,
how can the battles outside of us be approached? Because I
know for a fact that the more I take care of myself, the more I
am able to understand and absorb what's around me, and this
creates the deep felt need to struggle with those around me.
Intuition and love need to be part of the movement too.
Similarities in political ideology don't create a communitythey don't create a movement in themselves .

Harjeet

My critique of many anti-racist projects-and

applies to a lot of community development projects-is

this
the

way funding restricts both the autonomy and longevity of
projects. Because of the massive cut-backs, funding for ethnospecific agencies are being given in partnership with mainstream agencies. This means that the mainstream agencies are
still given the power to police the ways that the ethno -specific

agencies organize. Our communities' most pressing issues,
once again, become a challenge

Anti-Racism

and the South

Asian

to address. Ground-breaking
work is stalled because of the

Sumita My comments about anti-racism in the South Asian community

are pretty limited

forced compromise to work in

really, because honestly I haven't been included in a lot of it. I have never been to a

partnership.

demonstration that was all South Asian. I am not sure how many South Asian families
showed solidarity with the family of Shiraz Suleman, who was killed by Metro police for no

When grants are given for only six

reason this spring. The only other thing I can add is that people need to be making links

months to a year it becomes a

between globalization and popular South Asian culture , and then analyze what is being

challenge to create a sustained

represented and glorified on screen. Tapping into the political reality of the youth is vital.

movement. The problem is that
Government funding agencies

Rahim If you ask me to

name a South Asian

continue to see anti-racism as a

based anti-racist group or movement I would

series of"projects"

definitely struggle with trying to name one

rather then

Parting Thoughts

as a lifestyle or sustained, di-

that is dedicated to that. South Asian Issues

verse movement. Community

Discussed (SAID) based at York University

development workers within

probably comes the closest. Though it's po-

ethno-specific

spaces, then,

litical stand-point is multiply oppositional, it

Don 't believe the hype, and empower

burn out really quickly trying to

at least provides room for the sharing of

yourselves and your families th rough edu-

create miracles. There is a real

diverse ideas. In this space, there is no one

cation . And lastly, find out about India's

problem with the way main-

"right" anti-racist approach . Dialogue is the

stream society envisions and

sole purpose of this space. Understanding

controls "anti-racism."

and solidarity require this open dialogue.

DJ Guru

I'd like to put it as a

Harjeet Within

Sumita

Remember our peopl e back in

South Asia, learn about their struggles,and
find out how we are connected to them .

fifty-one million indigenous peoples ...

Rahim

It is through expression that I am

beginning to learn what love and freedom
the South Asian community ,

question. Just ask any person of

anti-racist work can not be done in isolation .

colour who has been involved

This means that not only activists and com-

with resistancegroups, and have

munity workers need to build coalitions , but

found themselves surrounded

people with regular jobs need to take an anti-

by White people. Ask them:

racist philosophy with them aswell wherever

are about. This spirit is a very powerful
thing, and at least for me, holds the poten tial for becoming the most effective antiracist tool. ..

Harjeet There is a lot of work

to be done.

'Do you feel like you were being

they go . Coalition building is the key for the

But during the process we must learn to

used when you were involved

future. Exclusive spaces are still needed to

take care of ourselves. It is only by being

with these people?' And I don 't

deal with each community 's individual issues,

healthy in this way that we can be in the

mean just White people -

I

but the big picture always needs to be at the

position to makes changeswhere ever w e

mean liberal White people . It's

back of everyone's mind . A sustained move-

turn. We must never forget to make the

like this: what use is a White

ment can only be created this way.

connection between what is going o n in-

activist fighting against racism
without

a person of colour

fighting beside them? Nothing! I
am not saying that White people should not support the struggle. But what I am saying is that,
when speakingin the past tense,
I believe that many people of
colour would say that they felt
used in the cause of "leftism"
Becausethat Benetton thing was
there back in the sixties, and it
still is here in the nineties.

DJ Guru lt'sallgottobedonewiththeyouth

side of you , and the bigger picture .

in mind. Because if projects are being done

DJ Guru Every South Asian person needs

without them in mind , then communication is

to be anti-racist , if not by holding up a sign,

not happening-

then there is no point . The

then they must be anti-racist in the heart

South Asian community is so caught up with

and the mind. Because when Columbus

looks , cosmetics, and is so visually oriented

went looking to steal some Indians and all

whereas rooted South Asian culture is in-

that gold from Eldorado , he really meant

credibly musically oriented . The importance

all that gold , spice, and labour from India.

of sound, and the transference of real intelli-

So we need to thank Bhagvanbut we must

gent information needsto be reinstated within

also challenge ourselves -

our community here in Canada.

went East instead of West and raped India

if Columbus

instead of North America, do you not
think that North American Natives would
not be on our side?

---@-

Peter Hudson

BACK IN NINETY-fiVE

KRS-One caught flack for

appearing ina televised Nike ad that found him updating
the lyrics to Gil Scott-Heron's blacknationalist anthem,
"The

Revolution

Will Not Be Televised:'

Without a hint of irony, KRS changed Gil's final

couplet from "The revolution will not be televised/the
revolution will be live," to "The revolution is basketball.
Basketball is the truth." Soon afterthe ad ai red,Rap Pages

editor Sheena Lester took The Teacher to task for
"loaning his mighty sword to the capitalist devils" by
endorsing a blatant, misleading consumerism

that

undermined strugglesfor black self-determination
and made black revolt another trinket of capitalism.

e

Signs 01~
blackness
seem
CDn11ota.
ti vel:l

ambiguous
"There should be nothing so enticing about
making money," wrote Lester, "that would
have us LIE to our people--or ourselves about something as crucial as the practice or
policy of resistance, especially in America." 1
"O ye of little faith," replied KRS in the
following issue, italics and all. "Never should
you doubt the integrity of the Blastmaster.
The God of Rap moves in mysterious ways."
And it was mysterious: what followed was a
rambling, convoluted treatise on capitalism,
hip hop, and revolution,
full of the
charecteristic cryptic eloqence that saw him
proclaim in a Transition
interview that "America
2
doesn't exist."
In response to Lester's
comment that "Nike owns niggas" and that
niggas shouldn't be trying to further that
control, KRS responded with "Nike don't
'own niggas.' Niggas own Nike." 3 Welcome
to KRS'scipher.
You have to wonder, though, in an era
where the politics of visual representation reign supreme over the vulgarity of
the material, is the seemingly faulty logic
of KRS'seconomics that far off? Apparently dismissing the hip hop mantra to
keep it real, KRSprovides a provocative
commentary on the political terrain of
late twentieth-century society. He has
no penchant towards sentimentality in
embracing the rapid ascent of the image,
of surfaces,as the gelded foundations of
a black ontology. The mass-mediated
spectacle of blackness-or
more
specifically African American-nesshas taken on extra -large symbolic size.
Black gods oversee vast afrocentric

empires of signs keeping Babylon in a
form of ideological check. NBA highlight
reels and music videos are gospel. T upac
and Biggie are prophets awaiting their
second coming. The spectacle of OJ
eclipses that of Christ as The Trial of the
Century becomes The Trial of the Last
Two Millennia.
And with the ascendancy of this new
negro virtuality, the meanings and symbols of blackness have shifted. As blackness is inevitably incorporated into the
status quo (described by KRS as "the
mental takeover of the mainstream population by the Hip Hop culture"), its politically charged origins are erased. Signsof
blacknessseem connotatively ambiguous,
ripped from their contextual moorings,
floating freely in an amorphous ocean of
relativizedsymbols with only tenuous links
to any previous meaning. As Ronald Judy
writes, "it is the end of black folk and the
beginning of global niggadom."4
Global niggadom is the cultural space
of the "nigga -defined by Judy as "that
which emerges from the demise of human capital, what gets articulated when
the field nigger loses value as labour"manifested through the signageand symbolism of hip hop. In "On the Question of
Nigga Authenticity," Judy maps out the
relation between niggas and a relatively
conservative black community. Looking
at niggaconstructions of self, particularly
in gangstarap, Judy suggestsa disjuncture
between black folks who have become
obsolete within the logic oflate capitalism
and know it-Cornel West's black, nihilistic anti-heroes-and those who still seek
validation and acceptance within its
boundaries (i.e. the black bourgeoisie).
With this disjuncture comes a severing of

any necessary or deterministic relationship between what we have understood as "black culture " and an authentic , politicized consciousness
defined through "blackness." "The nurturing haven of black culture which assured memory and
provided a home beyond the ravishing growth of
capitalism is no longer," writes Judy. "There cannot be any cultural authenticity in resistance to
capitalism."
But if the nurturing haven of black culture was
destroyed-if it ever actually existed in the first
place-the shared memories that provided common points of reference for the construction of
this home have also been erased. The memory of
a shared racial past, of the experience of the
middle passageand slavery, grow faint and irrel evant, undermining the potential for the collective
enterprise of diaspora; and diaspora itself creates
a fictive web of cultural solidarity that becomes
meaningless in opposition to capitalism.
Global niggadom replaces the African diaspora
as the site of identity formation and resistance
againstcapitalism, fulfilling Louis Chude-Sokei statement that "new economic and cultural conditions
require new gods and symbols, old ones stagnate
or become malevolent and repressive." 5 The nationalist dream of a unified racial community is
replaced by hyper-real diasporas imaginedthrough
pop culture memories circulating in endless digitally reproduced backlist. Chude-Sokei's comments
come from "Post-nationalist Geographies: Rasta,
Ragga,and Reinventing Africa ," an essay on the
state of dancehall in the post-Reagan/Thatcher/
Seagayears. In it he maps out the economic and
political impetus behind the shift from the conscious lyrics of a generation before to the gun-talk
and slacknessof the early nineties. "The ideology
of 'roots' did not offer a framework within which
to contend with the changing environment of
music, multinational capitalism, and global communications technology," writes Chude-Sokei.
Instead, today's Jamaican youth dismiss the
redemptory promise of Africa in favour of a
grim celebration of the immediacy and realness
of an entrenched, brutally Darwinian capitalism.6
The forces of globalization have worked to
create the intense local experience of yard
in dancehall and diasporic Jamaican culture. Dancehall is the music of a migrant
community who, despite their terms of
residence in foreign, still passionately
call Jamaica home . Apart from the
occasional cross-over artist who
breaks into the mainstream, dancehall
has relatively private channels of
communication . Hip hop's diffusion, on
the other hand, has occurred without the
bodies and communities whose struggles
··~ and aspirations originally fuelled it. Its

migrations have occurred through electronic means, through
digitized texts, rather than flesh-and-blood people. The legends.
of its origins in the Bronx-or
in the mythologized sites of
Queensbridge, Compton, Crown Heights or Staten Islandare second-hand memories to most of its consumers/ constituents/ communities. These legends can be evoked but never
precisely named. They are cities of the imagination for a nigga
diaspora in Toronto or Tokyo or Paris, and, of course, the
suburban white nigga communities across North America.
This physical displacement from the originary topographies of meaning and experience weakens the connections of
this cybernetic formation of diaspora. The peripheral consumers of hip hop become suburban parasites of black and Latino
inner city experience. The fetishization of ghettocentric myths
of identity allow for the simultaneous erasure of the material
conditions of romanticized inner city communities, and of the
supposedly peripheral locales inhabited by rap consumers.7
The death of North American cities and their rebirth as
sanitized playgrounds for wealthy tourists goes unmarked,
as does both its financing through cutbacks to education,
libraries, parks, and other social programs and the buying out of
local democracy by developers. It's this kind of real economic
clout that proves that global niggadom has nothing on Planet
Hollywood.
Despite this, global niggadom and Chude-Sokei's postnational geographies remain more critical and inventive
responsesto economic globalization and restructuring, and the
neo-conservative social policy emerging from it and facilitating
it, than anything produced by the North American Left. For the
most part, responses to this capitalist entrenchment from black
activist communities have been intellectually and creatively
vapid. Neither the anachronistic vacuity of Afrocentricity, nor
the invocations of "diaspora" that, while able to critique the
essentialism and ahistoricism of Afrocentricity, seem plausible
only within the quasi-anthropological pretensions of cultural
theory, have been able to anticipate or critique the shifts in
capitalism and its attendant shifts in racial formation and whitesupremacy. They are the political formations of victimization ,
reacting with too little, too late. Global niggadom refuses to
coddle blackness as if freedom lay in a fetishization of the term,
but its uncritical complicity with capitalism leavesitas a symbolic
force only. It uses the political and economic networks of
capitalism that have given it life in a self-serving fashion; it is like
a mercenary or parasite that is willing to thrive off its host until
it is dead, instead of killing it outright.
KRS isn't the pimp he thinks he is in relationship with Nike.
While Nike can, with self-satisfied aplomb, proclaim "Yep,
we're capitalists," in a recent ad-fully aware that the world
knows this. and, perhaps, fully aware that they have helped to
transform the world in such a way that few actually hold it
against them-KRS has to duck down and hope his mouthy
rhetor ic can cover his ass.8 KRS'sassumption that because he's
a black man-necessarily oppressed-getting paid by the man
is an anti-racist, even revolutionary gesture, falls into the kind of
individualistic logic that capitalism thrives off of. Brotherman
doesn't realize that when capitalism is seen as an antidote for
the politics of race, it only obscures the more complex, increasingly important, politics of class.
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Wayde Compton

Poan for

Mumia Abu-Jamal
and not 1~orart's

sake

Mumia (rhymes with "you-me-a") Abu- (rhymes with "taboo" ) Jamal (rhymes with
" cabal") is a political prisoner on death row in the pennsylvania. he was a former black
panther party member, community activist, and prize-winning journalist. the philadelphia
cops knew him, hated him, pinned the murder of a cop on him, and now he's await ing his
execution . since you might not believe me, but you might care, read RaceforJustice by
Leonard Weinglass, his lawyer. otherwise at least remember his name so rtcan haunt you
when they admit that he was framed twenty years from now: Mumia Abu-Jamal.

stephen spendersaid a~er spain felland francopoliticized
his shinyboots and wwiihad a name and be/senand
buchenwaldand treblinkawereput on the map, that for all
his writing,allhis aimed poesy, his pro-republican
pen, his
one talent solidlysent to the task of anti-fascism,for every
linethat was a kind of translationof "th~yshallnot pass,"
his writingdid not save a singlejew fromthe gas chambers

what're we gonna do?

FREEMUMIA!

what're we gonna do?

FREEMUMIA!
too many times, too many times
this was deja-vu, lord if it ain't
the noose, the noose
I've had my fill of this
how many blacks dead since the last poem
published about mumia abu-jamal? how many
more years of death spread between the sentences
of death? how many? how many?

we
the urgent
demonstrated
in downtown vancouver
victoria, seattle, everywhere
we
the urgent
angry
clipped the news and gleaned the times
to see and disbelieve and steel ourselves
when they announced the death date
we
comrades
made it happen
solidified the words into torches
fashioned the baited breath into speeches
we
cannot
he made the magazine covers
let
he
made the braver tv shows
him
krs-one wrote a song for him
die
amiri baraka wrote a poem about him
every nook and cranny of the ever
splintered left
had to admit his priority
all this to save the life of one single man
america's lone political prisoner
at the hanging tree's roots
strange fruit
voice of the voiceless swallowed
in the involuntary reflex of only hours
left
one single man

notoriousb.i.g. just died and beforethat tupac shakurdied and beforethat eazy
e died and the last poets had a poem a longtime ago called"die nigga!"and
niggaskeep dyinglike the last poet.ssaid we don't know nothinelse but dyinand
ken saro-wiwadied and ma/calmx died and he knew it was comingexactlylike it
did and martinlutherking died and big surpriseand there are the bones of fifty
millionor more on the bottom of the at/anticocean that was beforethey invented
the lethalinjectionand did I mentionthat mumia abu-jamalis f,xin to die and I'm
supposedto have tears left to cryy?

we burned torches
the death penalty kills almost exclusively the poor
we composed chants
here in canada we have no death penalty any more
we took it to the u.s. consulate
the reform party would cull the bad guys from our midst
we know this is political
louis riel was a bad guy that canada killed
we know this is political
bad guys are the ones with bad ideas
we know he must go
we lit torches that stayed lit in the rain
free
we parted the darkness like a sea
the cops fled to whatever cosiness there could be
in a squad car (pigs don 't swim)
we burned the streets
we phoned
we stopped the traffic
bctv
this happened
and told them there's a story brewin
for whatever good it does
a bunch of anarchists and other concerned citizens
this happened
are fixin to fuck shit up at the u.s. consulate
someone didn't get to their date on time
'cause they're going to kill a man
for the concern of abstract justice and one.
for having once been a black panther
single man's politicized life
and for pointing out that poor people
maybe you were in that traffic jam
exist
wondering what those fuckers be complaining about this time
the news dude said, in classic form, "is he canadian?"
maybe you were on your way to a poetry reading
we said, "nope"
maybe you honked your sad solidarity
he hanged
maybe you snarled your late exasperation
up
maybe you shook your fist
maybe you raised your fist
maybe you were the one who told me to get a job
maybe you were the one who spit on my friend
but if you were trying to drive through robson and granville
after they announced his execution date
motherfucker: you weren't going nowhere

they say he shot a cop
the evidence is as thin as an fbi agent's bald spot
like peltier and too many to mention before him
(a better poem would be twenty pages of names)
he was framed
america has a habit of killing its dissidents
especially the black ones
but this one was gonna be neat and clean
not in the streets like hutton or hush hush like newton
or messy like malcolm or almost like assata
mumia is to die in the full glare of official transcription
mumia is to die on schedule
mumia is to die alone, on his back, his last words caught
in his throat

recently an ex-kgb agent stated
that the rosenburgs (remember them?)
never gave the soviets secrets
about the bomb; they committed no treason
but they are dead
by the hand of the state
because they were marxists
because they were jews
no other reasons
they were framed
it is now proven
you can't call this a conspiracy theory:

but his name was made truly global
as global as capitalism is becoming
as global as colonialism was
as global as cnn's silence
people from vancouver to amsterdam to bombay know his name
and now
hate to say I told you so
you do too
I truly do
lefties of every shade
hate to say I told you so
knowing that it could be any one
of us on the chopping block
know what it's about:
they kill niggers who read books and figure out
and to the future:
how fucked up the world is
are you flipping through this years from now
and try to make it better
after mumia is dead? or did this play some small part
be careful you don't aim a copy of das kapital at a cop
in saving him? did the graffitti we spray painted
they more or less can legally kill you for that
or the traffic we stopped
or the letters we wrote
or the petitions we signed
keep him from dying?
look around
for the next round
of framing, sing
the names of freedom
malcolm, biko, martyrs' names
sing well
but torches
got a kinda cooler cadence

---®-

Rajinderpal S. Pal

They say forget history
and I've just started to remember ...
- The Discovery of Amnesia, Krisantha Sri Bhaggiyadatta

at a fillingstation
in a small prairie town
tha attendant and i
practice a familiar routine
i answer calgary
he says no i mean what nationality
i say canadian
he says no where is your familyfrom
you look indian
i remember being mistaken
native for east

history of the amer icas began in 1492
columbus mistook
took this backyard
for my backyard
carried on regardless

john wayne crossing the red river with his cattle
never had to answer to a native american
where do you come from?

the massacre more subtle
than blood covered midnight trains
in this country with collective amnesia
we hollywood eyes
cowboys and indians
we don't talk of
tuberculosis smallpox or alcohol numb(ers)
we talk of two founding nations
and founding fathers
but nothing had been lost till they arrived

we talk of south africa
applaud the end of apartheid
and ignore the fact
the bantustans were modeled after our reservations

when children are taught a language different from their mothers
the old ways shed like baby teeth
scraped out like dirt under fingernails
that's the ultimate division
when one generation cannot communicate with the other
what unity then
what chance of resistance

the loss of language
the sentence of new words
the langauge at the back of the throat
throttled and silenced
the stories and wisdom of generations
not passed on forgotten

doc martens are not indigenous to canada
they don't spring from the soil here
~ren't formed in some lake
s<;>me
prime / ordeal soup

in a bank line
the bank of a canadian province
that still has new in its name
a teller unable to understand a co-worker's accent
says speak english
you're in canada now

the language beneath the fingernails
in the corners of your eyes when you wake
wiped away by tip of little finger
how do i begin to explain
there is something i need to say
and i don't know how to say it
this new langauge has no words
for these ceremonies
for these spirits
for this land

speak cree you're in canada now
speak siouan
speak salishan

let's make issues out of braids or turbans in the RCMP
canada doesn't have a long history
we must hold on to what we have
let's reduce history to five-hundred years
reduce everything to bilingual

lisa's familyhas lived here since 1908
her neighbour says
you should have seen all the pakis in town
lisa says but i'm a paki too
no not you those other pakis
fresh off the boat

driving west on richmond road
see snow peaked mountains
you want to keep driving
in the mountains
there you can really forget
half way up mount indefatiguable
friends gone ahead
you sit on a rock
look at the lakes
and trees
it's so much harder to remember
than to forget
once forgotten
consider it gone

a visiting doctor from kenya asks me
where must i go to see real canadians?
i've been here a month
and haven't seen any
and who was louise and why does she
have a lake named after her?

i rename lakes and mountains
with a sweep of the hand

outside the ship and anchor
a young man in a suit stops me
excuse me sir
have you heard the word of christ?
i say i'm in a hurry
you don't look like you're from around here sir

to manu(scripture) your life
a wad of papers
in the bottom drawer of a desk
signed by a shaking hand
in a language not understood
even if we both spoke the same
there are things about me you could never hope to know
or would ever try to understand
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CUZ our distinct stories stretch back 2African Lucy mother of us all. Cuz we met/fought/
traded/fucked long before whites noticed there was a world outside their door. Cuz before
whites came, Asians & Arabs came 2 Africa for ivory, spices, gold, & slaves. Cuz this
contributed 2 economic growth & wealth in their own lands. CuzAfrican slaves were sent
2 Indonesia, Gujarat, Diu, Goa, China and Malaysia.Cuz MalikAmbar,an Ethiopian, led a slave
revolt; takin' over central India & ruling from 101-1626. Cuz do u really believe that the
DNA & cultures of these people just vanished? Cuz none of us are pure anything but it's
still hard for some 2 admit they're part Blk.Cuz ain't it clear why some Asians and Pacific
Islanders look the way they do? Cut in Africa 2day many Asians occupy a middle ground of
relative privilege & power between white & Blk people. Cuz in the Americas many of these
relations still exist. Cuz many of ur communities still have more economic/class privilege
than Blk communities do. CuzAsian shopkeeper shootings of Blk youth is ur problem too.
Cuz police murders of Blk men and public strip searches of Blk wimmin should be a woman
of colour issue. Cuz when they done with us they comin' for u. Cuz neo nazi bashing and
murders in ur communities effect us too. Cuz our white oppressors don't treat Blk & Brwn
people as 1 coloured people. Cuz there is a continuum of oppression. Cuz there is a
difference between reservations/slavery/genocide/indentured
labourers. Cut we're all
affected in different ways by classism, ageism, ableism, racism, light-skin privilege, imperialism & the myth of the model minority. Cuz Blk dykes need 2 know where myths of the
caring Blk mammy, the sex-crazed Blk slut & the intimidating Blk bitch go when Blk a Brwn
dykes gather. Cuz we're the wimmin ur families & communities warned U about. Cuz U
& white gyals are the wimmin our beauty is measured against. Cuz readin' our books,
quotin' our words in essays & dancin' to our music hasn't taught u how to cope with Blk
wimmin when we speak. Cuz we tired of U callin' us rude,abusive/angry when our words
make u uncomfortable. Cuz diasporic African definitions of courtesy may not always be
urs. Cuz we won't be judged by ur cultural attitudes. Cuz our ways of being are distinct
& valid. Cuz if Blk wimmin are gonna share our cultures/our music/our pain & o2rr words
we're gonna need 2 see urs. Cuz we can learn from ur history, ur issues & ur mistakes if
u're willin' to share. Cuz we ALL livin' fat on First Nation's land. Cuz there are Blk people•
of the First Nations. Cuz runaway Blk slaves were sheltered by People of the First Nations.
Cuz we have comfortable homes & some of them need 2 beg on corners all over their own
fucking country. Cuz we must support their fight for sovreignty/ autonomy. Cuz histories
of colonization affect how we relate in North America. Cuz hangin'/fuckin' will not end the
animosity/tension between Blk & Brwn dykes. Cuz callin' ourselves 3rd world/ world
majority /of colour hides our differences & our privileged 1st world status. Cuz Alice
Walker & Pratiba Parmar needed 2 give their money & camera equipment 2African wimmin
to film their own warrior marks. Cuz why do we often speak for/about our sistren in other
parts of the world when they have their own voices? Cuz in us there is the capacity 2 love
each other greatly. Cut only whites gain from us not doing so. Cuz difference=strength.
Cuz if we don't start truth tell in' & stop actin' out real dialogue can't happen. Cuz truly
united our people's can never be defeated! Cuz this is the time 2 air ALL the dirty laundry.
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the sn~ moves
in concentric circles,
in orbits that are decades apart ,
ith its venom,
an old argument,
always in the center
and when it strikes
the whole city dresses in yellow and orange,
and red, which is the color of rage
there is no reveler in the street ,
no child with wreath and olive branch :
they are sleeping in the chamber of the snake's song
the buildings are dressed like widows,
they are wearing black hats of smoke,
the street is a river of glass

in the
, asfaras Golgotha,
the sound ofhammer
hasroobed the women of speech ;
the sap of all wood is stain

ETTA BAKER AT THE CHAMIZAL:
October 10, 1992
II moon over El Paso
'as 'a child's step in the grass
ker picks on the guitar strings,
a sense of something accomplished
ing that redefines the world

s

the eagle above soars, soars
above the sluggish Rio Grande,
carrying the moon in its talons,
the music in its wings,
and below, not far from the Chamizal,
not far from the October crowd and the festival,
a cacophony of human voices at the bridge,
; marks the people as they come and go
back and forth between hope and sorrow .
and Etta sits like a sculpted saint
suddenly sprung from an epiphanous fissure in the earth
and picks the music locked
in the metal in the rocks:
strong music that strongly hides the pain,
but remembers the ground where the house stood
before it took the color of the sun.
the music gently rocks the world to waking,
and I wonder does it cry the path that brings us here,
or is it simply a ragged child's window to a beautiful world.

---------<®-

Minal Hajratwala

every stanza is a knuckle / a poem strikes back
on the occasionof NelsonMandela'svisitto Oakland,California
, 1990
AMANDLA!
To this sea of fists, add mine,
brown, young, virginal as fists go,
having never delivered a punch
yet
clenched tight
To these voices, add mine,
but no song will be enough
unless its rhythm beats tough,
steady as fists against steel
so, raise the chorus
note by note, to a revered punch
even their deaf ears must feel
We learned early:
hands outstretched soon turn to fists
bitten fingernails digging into the palms
This poem is the back of a hand
(you think you know me like it)
ready to be kissed
but behind it are 10 typing fingers
ready to spread across your red necks,
to pummel your full stomachs
You told me violence was not the answer
I never said I would hold back under attack
or that there was another outlet For this rage
I do not say these words to make you afraid
but because I hurt , they are true,
and violence was the question you asked

AMANDLA!

the classic white flight
makes it sound like
a flock of graceful doves
soaring up & away like a Motown melody,
a blue sky over a clear blue river
but really
the river's dead liver grey
& a huge black fist labelled Joe Louis
hangs down by Hart Plaza
& you see
this strange phenomenon
is more like the small white rats
my father showed us at the college pharmacy labs,
red-eyed with fear,
scurrying every which direct ion

Yes, we have hung our cotton ropes from brahmin oaks
out on the spacious green lawns of the projects.

poisoned in individual
and collective ways

Sipping lemonade, we observe our gardeners
step 'n' hoe, fetch 'n' mow.

[forDetroit named the most raciallysegregated
mecropol1tan
area ,n the UnitedStates]

right ( as in "yeah, right!")

Everything smells fresh like laundry,
wildflowers, or white women 's armpits .
No bullets roar
in our children's ears.
Ah , we are swinging from the trees
like monkeys. Quota queens of the jungle.
And every day these beds of rope wrap us tighter, tighter,
luxurious as compassion .

[forCalifornia
GovernorPete Wilson, who proclaimed
to great applauseat his inaugurationinJanuary1995,
"Welfareshouldbe a safety net, not a hammock."]

----®-

Marwan Hassan

This excerpt is the
closing movement
from part one
of a long novel,

TheCarpet
This passage is a
hallucinatory dream
which one of the
major characters
Sam Hallam
experiences
when he falls asleep
in a park
off of Bloor Street
in Toronto
on a very hot
and humid day

. . . in this grass where the light shone across
the slope, the insects gathered searching for
food in the desiccation brought on by the
heat, children's voices called from the playing
field , they played scrub baseball in the grass
and dirt like it was an ancient ritual of a green
tribe with a magisterial poise before the arrival of strangers, the children's heads tilted
upward in meditation of the sunlight, their
eyelids half closed, daydreaming in the heat
waiting with a metaphysical patience for the
bat to hit the ball and roll across the green. In
this heat and shade, Sam felt the weariness
and rested on the grass fading away as the
child hurled the baseballin the air like a sphere
flying through the light and rolling on the earth
that was roundness upon roundness, Kaboto
discovered sailing across the Mediterranean
sea east to Misr and turning down the Nile
River past Fustat searching for maps and
navigators in the suqs crossing over by caravan to the Red Seacoast, boarding ship at the
port of al Qulzum and sailingacross the rough
salt waters past reefs and docking atJeddah ,
travelling inland with his guide and tarjoman
to that city of symbols, signs, cubes, and
cycles where he endeavoured by circumnavigating the sacred black stone, to square the
circle with his astronomical imagination,
Kaboto came upon the gifted navigator on his
umrah, Shihab al Din Ahmad ibn Majid who
took the burtugali navigator out into the
desert at night and pointing at the spheres,
told him by the stars, this is the way to bilad
al hind, bilad al fars, bilad al sinn, spoke of
Socotra , Sarandib and Malindi, Cabot bought
ibn Majid's navigation book , Kitab al Fawa'id
[Book ofBenefits ] , Buzugibn Shahriyar's Kitab

'Aja'ib al Hind [The book of the Wonders of
India] and the merchant Sulayman'sAkhbar al
Sinwaal Hind [Reports on China and India] in
the suq al warqan and ibn Majid's rahmani.
And returning west , Kabot bought on the
black market certain forbidden Arabic nautical texts and charts from the Inquisitors '
enforcers who had been ordered by the
Inquisition in Andalusia to collect all texts
written in the Arabic script from the Moors
and burn them if they held infidel thoughts .
Caboto bought from the blackmarket book
racketers rahmanis, dafatir and suwars of
Muhammad ibn Shadhan, Sahl ibn Aban and
Layth ibn Kahlan the three Lions, smuggled
them out of Spain to Venice where Caboto
found himself in the libraries of Genoa and
Venice with his Mor isco translator decoding
and comparing texts from the mushrak and
maghrab where among them was ibn M-,
who wrote: we had travelled west across
bahr al Zuhumat through the circumambient
waters al bahr al M uhit to arrive at the sacred
city. And we arrived in the east in a state of
thirst at Kanfu and Milinda , and docked there
until we waited for the rains to pass then we
headed out again, one hundred and twenty
days voyage until we arrived in Mecca with
god as our guide to the stars. Let no man say
otherwise the earth is round. Johan Caboto
Montecalunya returned to Valencia where he
spoke with sailor boys flowing in from every
port in the Mediterranean hearing new and
old rumours of the Isle of Brasil and the Island
of the Seven Cities . In the south the captains
wandered about in Palos, Seville and Cadiz
talking to the Moorish sailors. Montecalunya
the Venetian went on seeking backers in

Seville and Lisboa but was turn ed back. Da
Gama got drunk with Caboto in Lisboa who
told of his trip to Mecca and his time with ibn
Majid. He spoke of an old sailing story that
had circulated in a street once called by the
Moors , darb al mugharrirun , the Street of the
Adventures and a captain Raqshal A 'azz who
disappeared. And hearing stranger tales of
Khashkhash and of the Sultan Mansa Musa
among the unconverted Moors and Jews
bought as slaves in the market places of
Castile and Valencia and sold into Portu gal,
Vasco de Gama had a spy question them and
then bought one, and took him on board ship
and sailed that way , half lost following the
western coast line of Africa around the horn
up t he east coast of Africa until he found the
great navigator , himself. ibn Majid again in the
suq at Malindi hiring him on as pilot and w ith
open seasailingthey crossed the Indian Ocean,
ibn Majid leading de Gama east to the spice
isleswhere greenness was a virtue . The green
one guiding the Portuguese through the tor rid zones of the ocean, an ant in a circle of fire
until they arrived in Calicut . Gazing at the
heavens he witnessed a falling star and recalled the adventurers from his own town of
Genoa, the Vivaldi brothers who had passed
through the straits of Gibraltar . Reading the
knowledge of the stars as in a book in which
Cabot came to ynglaterra, secured support
among the English, he sailed out from Bristow
w ith letters patent for the isle of Barazil and
the Seven Cities , and Cipango and Sarandib,
the Island of Rubies. Again in a restless search
for a north west passageto the isles, and he
fell into to r mented sleep upon leaving Bristow
from wh ich he could not escape and he had a

dream of a strange figure with smooth ochre
skin pacing the shoreline in the green light
with feathers upon his head, the stranger
wore Cabot's ruby ring upon his finger, two
silver Venetian earr ings upon his ears and
carried gilt sword with majesty as he walked
upon the shoreline which he showed to Spanish sailors docking on that cape, Cabot awoke
in restlessness and torment as the Atlantic
waves swirled around them , he heard in echo
the chant of the Arab sailors who had sung in
couplets of the broiling of the waves of the
Indian Ocean: Barbara waJafuna wamaujakal
majnuna , Jafuna wa Barbara wa maujak
kmatara, that he had heard in his days of his
Red Sea voyage, and he said to his Morisco
translator the one he called mio piccolo Turco
or my little Turk, or Little Othman or more
briefly , Othello , br ing me now the navigation
books ofibn Majid and ben M ... and open the
infidel texts and I pray thee read, decipher,
and interpret, and Othello the Morisco
opened the books and revealed the gilded
illuminated miniatures of beasts and humans
from every tribe upon the earth coupling in
passion and as the ship gliding west on that
second voyage, Cabot 's dragoman read: falling under the influence and force of passion,
so that the human gave a stare deep into the
eyes of a stranger revealed the self and desire,
and this ebony wisdom penetrated into the
fibres of his flesh and revealed the hours of
loneliness, discerned the hissof the snake, the
tide of humans that had passed through his
form , the foods which had sustained them
called the sacred and the taboo, for a moment that ebony centaur heard dionysian
hunting hounds howling on the winds of

thought ... and what Cabot saw in the illuminations of the Moorish book tormented him,
the corruption of the flesh and against the law
of man and beast and gods as the miniatures
revealed humans copulating , plunging down ward, consumed and swallowed into the whale
belly, love in the water , human beings loving
each animal as mirror reflections , their blood
congealing with the earth , air and wat er, the
Celt under the shadow of the green oak and
poisonous mistletoe plunging his sight into
the merciful eyes of his lover hounds, the
children of Kikuyu and Mumbi allowing their
seeds and eggs to burst against the thighs of
the billy goat and nanny goat and mingle w ith
their seeds and eggs in the shadows of the
jungle of Mount Kenya, the Arab flying and
following the constellation of nomadic stars
deep into the heart of the camel while beneath the calligraphy of the cherry tree's
bough, the Chinese scholar was binding his
flesh to the pig a gift from heaven, between
heaven and earth which was the tariq , the
Greek embracing the ewe, the apollon ian
maid pursuing the bull, the Egyptianwoman in
cotton gown kissing the lips of the lion, and
clinging to the thighs of the crocodile , the
Coptic priest embracing the cat, the Tartar ,
the Mongol and the Turk struggling for love of
a filly, the Gothic warrior fighting against his
own flesh in his copulation with the wolf and
stag, the Inuit casting her soft flesh, her hips
againstthe hide of the seal, the Anui sinkingto
the bottom of the oceans to rest his memory
in the womb of the dolphin, the Haid a maiden
leaping upstream on the Fraser with salmon
to their sacred spawning grounds mixing her
eggs with their egg, the Nootkas embrac ing

open
the inf idel texts
and i pray thee
read, decipher, and interpret

the bear hand to claw, foot to paw, flesh to
fur, snot to lips, the Lucumi hero growing in
the monkeys soft womb, the Mandingo
maiden heaving in the limbs of the shy ape, the
Quechua losing himselfin the knots of countingtime through the gentle movements of the
llamas and the alpacas, the Aztec against the
lips, wings and claws of the condor plunging
his generous heart and mouth against them,
the Maya entering the realm of cyclical time,
observing zero's phases and returning free of
confusion in the gaze of the cougar. In the
margins of that travel book Cabot observed
each mother's son spilling their seeds into the
daughters of the soil while each mother's
daughter was opening wide her thighs to
receive the generations of beasts in the green
leavessoft, thick and layered upon the earth.
The soft soil, grass and sand these were their
beds to comfort their acts of loving, there
came from each tribe of humans those who
mixed their form in the forms of creatures
that crawled on their belly, each blind person
having their own way of seeing.. .and the
dragoman Moor read on, he had only silence
for the understanding which had been given
to surpassknowledge of the light that flooded
men and women with the rhythms of earthly
love, hip gyrating against hip with fur on flesh,
flesh on feather, feather on wool, wool on
leather, leather on scales. In flesh, there was
comfort in the forbidden, in sleep the quiet
embrace of the lover's arm around his shoulder in the grass, the wing of the phoenix
across his breast, his hand about the waist of
the bear, the traveller faded downward into
the love tide, seeds and eggs swimming
through time and flesh to achieve sleep until

he arrived in that sacred place where actions
recur and oneiric lovers whom cannot recognize one another embrace each another ,
strange lovers guided by a navigator without
a name swimming through green water and
yellow light. And Cabot cried out , enough of
wicked knowledge and infidel sorcery.
Othello, what book is this? Take this book
and put it in the fire . Did you not declare
yourself a New Christian? What corruption
and lust haunts your memory? And the
Morisco read no more , closed the book,
while Cabot went to the deck, his throat
aching with thirst, he had not drank in three
days, and walked in haste and restlessnessto
escape the mirages of couplings in bestialitee
until he retired to his cabin, lay upon his bed
in desire, rolled about until he obtained sleep
and dreamt of the Arab navigator, ibn Majid,
the one with a green smile, kohl beneath his
eyes, and Cabot longed to sit in the circle with
the sailors of Yemen who sang and chewed
quat. lbn Majid circumambulated the black
stone, and with ibn Majid as his guide, Kaboto
ascended through the light to the circle of the
stars until they came to the verdant gardens
ofSocrota where the poet, Qays al Amru sat
in the shade guiding a reed pen on papyrus
which had been brought from the land of the
Copts, wrote of walking in love through circles offire until the heart burst into flames like
a burning mirror and he beheld the image of
a hunter with skin of shaqra who walked upon
the new found land shore and discovered
washed upon the rocks a gilt sword with a
broken blade, a ruby ring and two silver
earrings which he gathered up and returned
them to his shaman who took them into the

r
fasting lodge and while studying them the
wise man committed himself and his memory
to a fast which he endured four nights and
days until he gained a vision on the dawn of
the fourth day and he emerged from the
sacred hut, sat in the circle and smoked
tobacco in ritual with the elders and said after
the sun had reached the highest point in the
heavens,the strangers who came from afar in
the past to laywaste our land and brought the
seven diseases of the cut grass and sharp
stone , broken birch and water, cod and
seaweed and the purple bird as our elders
from ancient times have prophes ied to us,
will soon arrive again at our shores, w e must
ready ourselves to turn them back or a white
shadow shall pass across the land again until
no Beothuk walks upon this green earth .
While in the emerald isle of ynglaterra, it was
written by one Polydore Vergil a Briton that
it is believed that Cabotus the Venet ian. the
Great Admiral-though
some write he was
Genoan like Co lonus who sailed under the
Spanishflag-had found the new lands of the
mighty Khan called khanland or others called
the isles of Khanada (or as some have been
heard to pronounce khan nada) and Malinda
or briefly known as Cipango but it appears
that Kaboto discovered them nowhere but
on the very bottom of the ocean, to which he
is thought to have descended together with
his crew in his ship, and since that second
journey the Venetian has not been seen again
anywhere . And clearly it was only a dream
that he had made such fantastic discoveries.

------1@-

take this book
and put it in the fire
-what
corruption and lust
haunts your memory?

a

Him ,ani Bannerji

But behind this collage of guilt, memories, predations of the past,
T ropens, British Museums, Nazis later -

sends bombs, cameras and

transforms a war into light shows and video games, your body arab,
indian, black, vietnamese, chilean, panamanian, nameless, darksplinters, cracks into thousand pieces, thrown up into the sky by jets
of oil. Every pore of your body visible to the radar eye of the dark . The
wind of peace blowing from the operation desert storm whistles
through your singed skin. A hundred thousand sorties without blood!

Dearest, the soles of your singed feet, your child's body charred , a
charcoal graffiti of history, your old man's unruly tears and swollen
veins in the hands, your young woman 's defiant curse, your old
Dearest ,

woman 's hands raised to Allah who has fled the sky of starwars and
taken refuge with the mesopotamian gods.

,Sitting in cafes and museums of Europe , Amsterdam to be precise ,

I:·
places where

you have not been, nor where the dark and the green

Ya All , ya Hassan,ya Hussein. Karbala in flames a second time. A horse

that is in you , in the delicate lines of your face, the curves of your eyes

runs wild with hooves of fire through the bombed streets, and the

are ever reflected , I carry you in the lines of my palms.

good King Haroun al Rashid, once upon a time in Baghdad in a child's

Except perhaps in the ir T ropen , colon ial museum, where you lie

television screen vvill no one stop this American war machine? My

fragmented, in pieces, in the objects which they have torn apart from

sweet, say nothing to therr!;
nothing has stopped their march of
',{

their history, like limbs from the body and put on display. There , my

civilization, while their blind hearts whisper tales of our savagery and

book, flees with Duldul into an ocean of loss. A cry rips apart the

sweet, in clay, wood, beads, pieces of bamboo, your humble body is

their strategic adjustments. Let us hold each other by the hand and

offered to my sight as artifacts . I cannot touch you -

walk together through our myriad lives.

this is Europe, you

are a museum piece, a million miles of distance by air, a fantasy framed
spring, wherethe clay jar holding the ashesof

in airline posters and shatterprooffibreglass which preserves the death

In this terrorofagolden

of our everyday lives to create their civilization .

our ancestors, the gentle hand of time reaching out to be held is
smashed, crushed, thrown into the grime of betrayals, wars, cynicism.

And, now, there is spring in Europe. The sweetness of the purple

let us, my love. go together into that cave. where others await us in the

crocus, the white of the hyacinth, the blue of the iris melt you with their

dark with a secret sign. where darkness holds the key to dawn , where

sun. Trees wh1sperthe1r green secrets and in the official museum of the

conspiracy sings in the wind the courage to create again a new world

city th ey display their prizes, horrors . visio ns of war and peace. in an

-

exhibit of photojournalism . For decades Europe nurses its sores.

T ropen will be re-membered in all the shapes of .our good earth .

where your body, smile, sweet reserve, breaking the glass of the

When they heal they are photographically provoked to bleed, to let
some pus of memory ooze out. Europe remembers its nazi past. In

March 1991

slow rhythm strikes chest. forehead, forces tears, grimaces.

Amsterdam

out-takes by
Arif Noorani
& kevin d*souza

self-porn and the brown gay male body
plot 1
It's inappropriate

to talk in a bathhouse.

it's well past midnight. I'm ready to leave. twelve dollars
for a locker, wasted. my feet ache for I've circled the
corridors sixteen times and peeked into every open
room. not much really. two snow white calvin-boys, one
gymbo and one snooty asian. their eyes don't acknowledge my anonymous existence. three married-lookingbusiness-men-whose-wives-don't-know
and one arcane
chutney chaser. none of whom really interest me. what's
more the towel I've rented hardly fits around my tired
brown body which I make a great effort to camouflage.
then i sight him. the classification processs is
immediate: mexican? brazilian? indian? his
brown eyes manage to clarify intentions. he
beckons to my rented room . the connection
is made. he knocks. i let him in. my skin
hunger seeks instant nourishment. hand on
body on lips on hand. he enters quickly and
my shy body becomes language-babu
english? dangling modifiers, exploding exclamation marks! squirming comas, italics mine.
his fingers extend over my words, across
margins uncovering my hidden volume. my
own teeth hold his tongue close, preventing
translations. suddenly, without informing he
withdraws before exploding. A master of
symbolism . in exchange i offer a moan. not
a word spoken .
it is now ten past three .
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The men I cannot be I name vain.
Their muscular chests, rippled abdomens , bulging -biceps,
throbbing triceps , turgid quads; All these over -developed
bodies make me dogmatic : Oppression occurs when the
physical body is co-opted to be a resource for domination . I
repeat. At night I fantasize about what my ethics w ill permit
without guilt. I conjure up these bodies in my mind wh ile I trust
my hands on my cock. At night, the men I cannot be, I do .

for me the behavior of fucking has always been inextricably bound
to power/violence/ possession/
violation . One of the reasons
for this is that my notions of
fucking and subsequently my
fantasies have always taken
cue from a reality that is
based in male heterosexuality.
It is expected that if you're a
man then you fuck. And if you
don 't fuck then you're not a
man. And fucking has always
meant claiming possession
over property, over the other .

Plot 2
relinquishing

control

We are together in the parliament
building, rocky mountains, corporate
headquarters, park, kitchen .
You can be the reform politician,
RCMP officer, business man, brother.
I will be the immigrant, arrested
activist, nir, father.
I will be the immigrant, arrested
activist, night-cleaner, brother-in-law,
father's best friend.
We are alone, we are begin watched .
You beg me to rim, rape, fuck, bind,
fist you .
I refuse, react, comply , deny , oblige.
We keep going until you are satisfied,
exhausted,
exhilarated, bleeding, wasted, spent.
We then switch roles and start over .

I have always hated my body . The roll of fat
around my waist has been an embarrassment, a bit too much flesh for this Ultra Slim
Fast world. Going through the gay phonecruise-lines, I omit myself from many live oneon-one connections . Hi guys. Hard bodied
white male looking for slim Asian man... (skip)
My interests are going to the gym and... going
to the gym. (skip) Hot top , 81 /2 inches uncut
looking for submissivemuscular bottom . (skip)
Looking for a guy with a smooth toned hairless body (skip).
Same here. i have learned to dislike my body
ever since i started developing a sense of
body awareness. Intellectually i know why .
My mind understands the theories, attributing it to being different . Not just being brown
but being too skinny; Not being buffed, muscular, prairie-grown or grain-fed; Not occupying enough space as a "man"; Attributing it
to racism, white supremacy, sexism, etc.
But, my physical body does not respond to
this logic. i've discovered that my physical
body needs to be actively involved in creating
myself (and other brown men) as desirable.
Hence using video, photography , paint, text,
etc, to create tangible evidence of our sexual
existance. It may seem trite, simple and even
self-indulgent but, it works and that' s wh at
matters.
We want to see ourselves in media/print /
TY in positions not generally afforded t o
brown queer men: raunchy, sexy, romanti c.
cheezy. . . putting our own queer men: raunchy, sexy, romantic, cheezy.. .putting South
Asian boyz in the scene. Living out our fantasies, re-casting low-grade porn with our own
bodies.

Fairy tales really-not just the Fairy tales
really-not just the sexy ones but the ones
about liberations , a new life, a different
existence---can come true . The world is
not unshakeable, unbreakable . We can
remake it to fit the pictures in our head .

VeryTrue.It's then about my body needingto
inventing itself (and other men of colour).
Documentingmy own brownmale queerreality
throughself-pornography.A different kind of
self-assertion
. A way of making space for
refiection:Thisis me. Thisis assertion.A way of
makingspace for refiection: Thisis me. Thisis
my body. Thisbody for itself
It is different from "mainstream" gay porn
which is about repetition and unadulterated
masculinity. I remember freeze -framing a
scene where two men kissed. This brief intimacy, not the torrent of blow jobs and ass
fucking,intensified my longing.
In my view all porn is about objectifyingabout big dicks, tight asses , hard bod ies . So
porn with black/brown men follows suitabout dark meat, exotic locales-fet ishizing
our ethnicity, our body parts become the
modern-day spice trade .

What turns us on? Is the representation of
"Do I face racism?" a white gay lawyer,

'the other' always about repressed aspects of self?
specializing in corp orat e/cons umer relations asks me.

Is the other both an object of desire and contempt?
No comment.
"W illyou be my boy", he murmu rs into my ear.

This (my) body and identity is only understood
we bot h grope each othe r at the porno bar.

from outside as produced in relation to difference
me: 22 him: 30-someth ing.

because this, (my) body is constructed in the language
"are you into role playing?"

of the colonial state. However, this (my) body has created
At first glance, the images we are creat ing
don't seem so different but it's the process
not just the final product that counts . We are
forced to confront our own issuues: low self
esteem about the size, colour, shape and
look of our bodies .

says anothe r guy.

a language of its own . It transgresses its prescribed
"I want you to be my younger brother,

socio-cultural inscriptions to reveal dark & chaotic
or high school chum."

interiors desires. It has the potential to betray and disrupt.

bad art? most pornography comprises of low budget production and
hack Freudian psychoanalytical narratives about desire and conquest.
However,itisnot the
images themselves
plot 3
but how the images
are contextualized
the performance
and decoded by a

turn over, he ordered . rubbed my thighs with lube. his cock slid
between my thighs . "my fantasy is to be with two dark men ," he says.
I was only one-I imagined a friend in for the ride. "I'm gonna push
it in hard ." Push it it where? Between my thighs? He imagine-fucks
me, I moan along with the thrusts. I hope he is enjoying this. His
cabbage breath blows into my ear, turning my room into a compost
bin. Afterwards, he asks me if I speak Hindi ... or Punjabi. "No" I say,
"Only English and a bit of French & Spanish." "Qu 'est-ce que tu fait
maintenant," he says, trying to test me. "Au revoir," I respond
shutting the door behind him.

e

Asit hasbeen said& heardbefore,althoughgay

pornomay looklikehet pornit is not necessarily
usedin the same way nordoes it have the same
socialeffects. Tostraightviewerssome gay male
porno,may seem misogynisticin that is o~en
containsderogatoryreferencesto "feminized"
male. Itis usuallythese maleswhoget "fucked",
And getting "fucked" equals being a women.
But,that isonlybecausethe straightviewerbring
to it his notions of sexual roles of power
& powerlessnessthat have been defined by
patriarchalsociety.

It is about sex because we are queer.

Toa gay viewerthese imagesarenot a one way
transaction
: between the gay man and the
object(i,ethe one gettingfucked); Formanygay
men there i!:o~en a switchingthat happens.
From identifyingwith the "bottom" and the
"top" andviceversa. This switchingofidentif,cation is ~uid and changingand hence works at
depolarizingthe heterosexualbinaryof"masculine"and "feminine",tops and bottoms.
Where does racism fit into the picture?
This 1s a tricky question. Most of the gay
porno has been created by white men for
wh ite men. The obvious is that I am not
allowed into that space except as an object .

What's confusingis that at times I am angryat
the productionofimagesof brown/blackmen by
whitemen and at othertimes I am so turnedon
by them. At these instancesthe questionarises:
do i want to do these men or be these men?And
if/ want to be these men am I operatingfrom a
colonialmind set?
And then there is the reality . .. even ifl do find
South Asian men sexy its hard making connections. There seems to be a missing sense
of solidarity among South Asian brown men.
Unlike the shared nods, knowing glances and
senseof brotherhood common among black
men. It seems that by acknowledging each
other , South Asian men will lose their honor ary place in the white gay community . Their
self-identification suddenly illuminating their
skin colour for all the world to see.

It is here because we are bodyphobic
Excited as I approach a man of colour acknowledging our need to connect , belong,
formsome type of community . But, my longingmore often than not is met with a turned
head. I want to yell, "Hey, aren't we family?"
insteadI remain silent.

------i®-
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It'snowexactlytwo months since
I moved to Islington. Does the
name ring a bell? Remember
the poem in primary school
about a mad dog that had bitten
an Englishman?I believe the last
line may have been, 'And it was
the dog that died.' Well , this is a
different Islington.There are no
mad dogs here and the only
Englishmen are those

from

humid, dust-ridden countries.
The letter you posted to my
old address in Etobicoke was
rerouted by my relatives there,
to this apartment. I stayed by
them for eleven months and two
weeks. They are the kina of
migrant you see in movies or
read about in books. Husband
working night-shift in a factory,
wife working

day-shift

in a

packaging plant. Proud of their
labour,

ennobled

by their

sacrifices and humbled by their
good fortune. They were both
teachers in Trinidad.

They rarely spoke to each other or to me.
When I stayed by them , I used to think
that newcomers , migrants, from a lack of
pract ice , might soon lose the giftof speech ,
but then , their two children , who were
away at summer camp, returned and I
saw how they wielded the ir accent like a
weapon, frightening their poor parents .
Still, I feel that the fright is a necessary
prelude to the pride . I watched them
cowering before their shrill, gar rulous
children , afraid of what they were seeing
and comforted by what they couldn't
understand .
Progress . It was the only word they
spoke and the only thing on their minds .
Over here , the word js not what we know
it to be ; new, ingenious definitions have
been crafted . An act of involuntary suffering; a moratorium on pleasure; a post ponement of life.
I know all of this sounds rather ungrateful and it has occurred to me that my
assessment may be unfair. For all I know ,
they may be able to see things that
I cannot . These same obsequious teenagers may grow into doctors or lawyers or
engineers. Still obsequious, but rich. And
their parents might be no different from
those, who, a hundred or so years ago,
were forced into the same sacrifices .
Different land, same illusions.

But they depressed me with their tight, pungent
dreams and for half the time I stayed there. I was
planning my escape . I went out , studied the other
foreigners, tried to start conversations, and then
I discovered that there was another kind of
migrant . Those who continually nourish thei r
wounds , tear away the scabs , and offer their
bruises for inspection . Such an elaborat e prepa ration for sympathy, yet offended when it was give n.
There were nights when I thou ght only of
ret urn ing. I can' t tell you the numbe r of times
I ment ally packed my bags and headed back to
Trinidad. But I couldn 't return. I had burnt my
bridges: resigned from my job at The Gleaner,
told my friends goodbye , accepted thei r
congr atulations, made foolish prom ises .

I l<now what

u are

~x ectin.gto
he r,Har"Old,

but 1m not a
E?'t

writer
I could easily have panicked . Then, as so
often happen in times of desperation , salvation was granted . Granted by Marsha, the
mother of the child I was tutoring . English
lessons. Can you imagine that? Me, with my
thick West Indian accent, barely able to
pronounce Etobicoke, an English tutor? But
the mother was grateful that anyone, even at
a price, was willing to direct some attention
to her son, who, as it turned out, was as dense
as a slab of concrete . She brought me to this
place, spoke to the superintendent and acted
as my guarantor. She brings her son twice a
week , on Saturdays and Sundays, and wh ile
I'm struggling with him, she arranges the food
she has brought, in the cupboard .
She believes her son is suffering from an
attention -deficit disorder , which may be true
because he fidgets and stares all over the
room while I am tutoring him. It is very
distracting. The mother also believes that I
eat badly which is why , I suppose, she brings
her wee kly gifts of food. She is worried about
me. I am worr ied about her son. The world is
filled w ith worried people.
Marsha looks exactly how you would
expect a Marsha to look. N ice hair, good
teeth , large sympathetic eyes, prominent chin,
and a bit of fat revealed only in the dimples at
the sides of the lips and in the softness of the
neck. Attractiveness and plainnessposit ioned
so closely that a simple shift of the face,
a confession of light on some feature , o r a
shadowing of another, could propel her in
either direct ion .
I know what you are expecting to hear.
Haro ld, but I'm not a poet or a writer : selfdelusion is not part of my armoury . If the
opportunity presented itself. I did not view it
as an opportunity . To me, she is simply the
mother of the child I am tutoring . My bread
and butter.

I still remember what I told you and Sandra
at the airport's bar. That the world iswhat we
make of it; our lives not just the excess of
another person's dreams. I know that Sandra
was deeply offended and hurt, but I thought it
profound then . In any case, I was drunk from
the beers and hours from leaving Trinidad .
I didn't know what I would find. In Trinidad,
the only Canadians we knew were the exchangeteachers who taught us at Mon Repos
Secondary and the Presbyterian missionaries
who came from Nova Scotia. I didn't know
what to make of them ; they could have been
paler, plumper , quieter Americans . And now,
so many years later , after one year in Canada,
I'm in no better position to answer the question you posed, so innocently , in your letter .
To put it simply, I just don 't know . Despite
what we in Trinidad thought, they are not
Amer icans. I could say that Americans are
malignant and Canadians benign but I could
be wro,ng. Small societies, bound to their
longing and disgust and envy of bigger, newer
things are easier to understand . Big countries
are more elusive with their secrets.
I have realized, too , that we judge people
from the perspective of our own distress and
assign qualities which they may not really
possess. Do you remember the mansion we
passedin Charlieville on our way to work and
the rumours that we shared, adding our own
fanciful touch? A refugee in Canada about to
be kicked out , winning millions in a lotto and
a repentant Canadian government offering
him immediate citizenship ifhe remained with
his new wealth. But he had suffered too
much, we said, been humiliated too often.

He took his money, returned to Tr inidad and
built his mansion. The rumours became more
than rumours. They clarified our vision, offered superiority .
In so many ways, Harold , the tyranny of the
weak is more grotesque than the casual aggressiveness of the strong . And because of
this, I cannot, at this point , give a truthful
answer to your question. In any case, I'm
hardly ever out these days. I leave once a
week to buy my groceries and occasionally,
I go to a free reading at the Harbourfront or
at the University of Toronto Bookstore . A
little over a month ago, I went to a reading by
a very young writer who had published his
first book. He read with bristling anger.
The words fell like fire from his mouth . The
audience was rivetted. At the end of his
reading, they rose and applauded. An old
woman standing next to me wiped her eyes.
After-wards, in the train, I too felt like crying,
because his writing was so horrible. But he
had read so passionately that I wished it were
otherwise . A week later, I attended another
reading, this one by a woman who was either
from India or Pakistan. She also was an angry
reader but her anger was misdirected,
scalloped, I saw her losing her audience.
She became angrier, and in the end, it was all
she had left.
Whenever I go to these readings, I feel
extremely guilty and for the next few days I
submit a number of applications to variou s
newspapers. So far, I haven't received any
replies and I worry that the little savingsthat
I have, will run out before I get a job . Marsha
advised me to apply for the position of a
supply teacher but that too led nowhere .
And so, the days tumble over one another ,
while I, alone in my apartment, think of a well respected journalist who had inexplicably left
everything behind and I try to understand the
reasons for his departure. I have come closer,

I think, to understanding Sandra's bitterness,
but nothing else.
I have analysed my life here and I have
concluded that it's inertia, not boredom, that
punishes me. Boredom, you see, is a quality
that we invite into our lives; it suggests that
there are other things we could do if we
choose. It's an aristocratic affectation resulting not so much from laziness as from a
disregard for everything and everyone . But
inertia is different. It stifles and paralyses and
it draws your weakness around you like a
dead fog that thickens each day.
In these situations, little distractions take
on a romance of their own. I stopped shaving.
Every morning I saw a lunatic staring at me.
The beard itched and tickled but because it
reminded me of someone I felt I hated, it
could not be removed . Every day, I questioned the mirror. Three weeks later, while I
was purchasing my groceries, I saw the young
man, bearded, who had laughedwhen I spoke
the name of a T rinidadian ground provision . I
shaved that night. Small things rub me the
wrong way. Romance dies easily in such situations.
So I spend my time waiting, not sure what
I'm waiting for. In the stillness of the night, my
appliancesthrob with the power of the alive.
When I concentrate, I can hear the amplified
heartbeat of the clock, the belch of water
filling the toilet tank, the phlegmatic wheezing
of the fan, the groaning of the fridge. I could
think I'm in a sanitarium but my own
breathing is melodious. Cavorting, thrilling
birds rise from my nasal passages,crickets
and grasshoppers from my throat. They have
enlivened my suffocation, given music to
my congestion. Maybe romance is not dead
after all.

Meanwhile, time passes, and I have done
nothing. I am conscious ofeverydaythatgoes
by, all the scattered hours and minutes. In
Trinidad, I, you, wrote our articles about
government corruption, the complicity of the
police in the drug trade, about the bribery,
nepotism and inefficiency which had embedded themselves in our culture. Our dreams
were modest; we didn't changethe world but
we knew who we were and what we were
doing. And we made enemies, the one sign of
progress in Trinidad .
Over here, in my apartment in Islington (I
still can't think of the name without remembering the Englishman)I look at television and
I see wealthy and powerful men and women
with gleaming teeth, speaking of the new
world they are creating, and I see those
excluded, fretting with an effete indignation. I
watch the other face of progress and I understand how unsophisticated and backward,
we, with our false notions of morality , are. I
remember a time when the days were whole
and the nights glistened with drunken discoveries. I remember when we closed the village
bars and on our way home, half-jokingly discussed all we had spoken that evening, dismissed our concern for the dispossessed as
the conceit of the colonial, but in the morning,
shadowed by the guilt of our sudden sobriety,
we wrote our minds. It was hypocrisy but it
was sincere. I remember those times and I

seethe at my own powerlessness because I
am now denied even this modest conceit . I
am an interloper in this place, Harold . Not
because of colour or culture or accent or
anything like that, but really because I am
unnecessary. I am not needed. It is a horrible
discovery .
On my grocery days, I observe men and
women and children chatting and cycling and
driving and smiling with perfect teeth and I
think that their lives would be exactly what
they expect it to be.
Sometimes, I'm afraid that I might grow
into one of those strange, prying old men.
The kind that you see in bus stops and street
corners, unconcerned about their appearance, their sharp, oily eyes slicing everything
before them . I can see you shakingyour head
and smiling while you are reading this, but I
have changed in ways that I never thought
possible. Innocence can be punctured in a
single minute or it can be eroded, day by day,
until you are no longer sure whether it's there
or not.
I know that I have not answered your
question and I wish that I could have ended
this letter on a more positive note but I must
finish here. In a few minutes, Marsha will
arrive with her son and I must again be the
diligent tutor, at ease with the world and
smiling at my minor misfortunes.
She really told me that, using these exact
words, smiling radiantly with her perfect teeth
to show me it could be done. Perhapsthere's
the answer to your question. Canadians are
people with good teeth .
--------,
Yours truly,
Robert
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Phinder Dulai

1914,

Dated 1994

Tothe unknownpassenger,
who I willname Ranjeet...
When you arrive in the early hours of

wate rs, and in that moment, you w ill drift

When the ship's anchor drops , your

the morning , you will not see the grey-

in to waking slumber. The sweet air,

eyes draw to the rising land mass known

green sheath of The Georgia Straight,

remnant of spring, will be familiar to your

as North Vancouver . Awake. Awoken .

you will look into the darkness and know

lips, and the past seven weeks at sea-

The dawn plays tricks on your eyes. You

you have entered a new land. You will see

an unfamiliar rite of passage- will have

start to see shapes taking form, collossal

the dark foam ingwaves asthey cut against

been worth it. The day is May 23, 1914,

shapes, square shapes that hulk over the

the rusty old ship. The distance offers a

and the ship that carries your dreams is

harbour like figures to be reckoned with ,

few waking lights stream ing on the dark

named

The KomagataMaru.

while your mind still sees your farm as it
was in your boyhood, before you took
your place in the British Armed forces
and before serving the British Raj, where
you waged

war

in the Sudan, in

Somaliland, in China and at Saragarhi, on
behalf of your master . You remember
the corn, rice, red peppers and sugar
cane at the farm, knowing the meaning of
the season and the blood that rages
through your body is the same life force
that drives the roots up into your fields.
You wonder why Mathaji sold two parcels of your land for you to journey to this
new place, why your family still could not
afford to keep you, without sending yo u
away into a world unknown . And th e
remaining two parcels of sugar cane you

harvested will be income to the local
government; the vizeer, the mayor, the
British civil servant.
Not knowing how much you were impoverished by your master. That the annual drain on your home cost your home
millions of pounds annually, of which
17.5 million was drained away without
a penny's return.
Not knowing during that time, your
home paid England's debt at about
244,000 pounds sterling since 1900 with
annual increases. You will not know that
the compounded interest amounting to
72 and-a-half million sterling was the key
reason for India's famine; not failure of
rains, or over-population. Awful poverty

-you

comply to every demand and or-

armed police guards will keep an eye on

causedby enormous foreign tribute, and

der meted out by the European. You will

your every move , as you slowly descend

an equally expensive tribute to the Indian

step back and take your place amongst

into yourself and feel your whole world

Durbars; royal families that squandered

the others and await for the next move.

has been squeezed into this ship. When

In front of you will be the charterer who

asked for food by Gurdit Singh,Inspector

This letter is to you my friend, because

convinced you in Singapore that life in

Reid will say it is Gurdit Singh's responsi-

you have unwillingly sacrificed yourself to

Canada will be one of good living. Gurdit

bility to feed the passengers, knowing

the greatest of endeavours: the song of

Singh asks the shore man: "Immigration

Singh has as much mobility to move and

freedom, as you try to find ways out of

Inspector Malcolm Reid, why the delay?"

acquire funds for foods as the rest of the

the complete poverty of your arrival in

Reid replies: "The whole boat will be

ship. In effect, this will have denied you

the new land, and the living poverty at

quarantined for medical checkups, and

more than landing on Canadian soil. You

home on the farm.

following that, each individual on the ship

have been denied your humanity .

awayyour culture.

You will not know these things because

will have to have $200 in his pocket and

On land, the stories written about you

these points oflight have not been shone

be travelling direct passagefrom his place

will never reach your ears, yet you see

in your eyes.You, the unwilling event that

of birth." (Implausible since there are no

the hate on the mob's face and read it in

once again gives birth to the idea of

ships travelling non-stop from India to

their actions. The VancouverProvincewill

freedom and self determination in your

Vancouver, Canada.) You will step back,

run stories saying "the right-thinking

homeland; the idea, not the death.

deprived of community and wait out a

people

As you place your foot up on to the

medical check up lasting over ten days, as

Hindustan ... should not be allowed in this

plank and look to feel the earth again

opposed to the customary 24-hourcheck.

country, except for circus purposes ... We

under your feet, a voice from the shore

The rations on the ship will diminish in

do not think as Orientals do. That is why

line will shout out to you "Keep off the

the following fortnight . As day turns into

the East Indians and other Asiatic races

land," or, "Drive the beggars back to the

day and your ship becomes Vancouver's

and the white race will always mis-com-

Ganges." You comply, 70 years have

marine zoo, you will have nothing left. By

prehend each other . .." or "The Sikhsare

seeped into your actions, your thoughts

this time a 3-shift watch consisting of two

like the Irish raised to nth or the fourth

know

that

the

natives

of

dimension. They are remorseless politi-

Again in a week, and after days of

You are in a run-down freighter without

cians and disturbers. They are complex

negotiations for food, you will have re-

drinking water, with a poor diet of food

and quite unaccountable ... For the sake

ceived provisions, but in the height of

items and a claustrophobic life cramped

of the picturesque I am glad to have a few

summer, you will parch, as the fresh-

in filth-ridden captivity.

specimens. But those who came last (on

water supply runs out on the ship. Amidst

Dominion Day smiles will be your mis-

the Komagata Maru) are not quite up

the politics of whether the community of

ery, as more onlookers crowd the har-

to the sample. They must be returned

South Asians living in Vancouver should

bourenjoyingthe spectacle of your misery

as such."

foot the bill, or whether the government

as recreation. You are left with one meal

On your behalf, there are those in the

who have imprisoned you as innocent

a day, consisting of potato soup and rice,

Inda-Canadian press who applaud your

people on the ship should foot the bill,

which leaves no water supply for drink -

arrival. The Hindustanee paper published

your mouth runs dry and you find your-

ing. By July 9, it will be for saving Reid's

by Husain Rahim: "We extend a cordial

self drinking "bad dirty water, in which

public image that you are supplied rations

welcome to Bhai Gurdit Singh and his

you become sick with cough and throat

that will last a few days. Becauseyou are

party of 375 East Indians on board the

sores." When the dirty water is finished,

undernourished, pangs of hunger drone

Komagata Maru which arrived in this har-

you will have to wait till the politics sub-

on in your mind and stomach as your

bour . All kinds of spectacular and alarm-

sides, and Inspector Reid havingaccepted

heart shrivels a little day by day. The

ing stories in which the arrival of this ship

and then deferred his legal responsibility

battles you fought in will not equate to

has been termed a Hindu invasion have

gives the City of Vancouver the legal

the misery and degrdation that is now

been indulged in by the local press day

choice of deciding whether your parched

your life in the new land.

after day in their sensation monger ing

life is worth helping under the Public

dailies, while the Empress boat , bringing

Charges Act .

650 Chinese at the same t ime, was
welcome . ... "

The Battle Of Burrard Inlet will not
begin by your actions, and will not end

By now you will again look at your

with your surrender. On July 19, at 1:30

surroundings and the faces will tell you all.

am, the assault begins against the beaten
body of the old Maru, that still has not lost
spirit. Through pangs of hunger and a
parched mouth, you look for what would
defend you from the state-terrorism that
prevails upon the scene. With fire-brick.
pieces of machinery, hatchets. coal, iron
bars, and make-shift clubs, you defend
yourself against a jet stream of fire hoses,
and you know shots do sing by your scalp.
Though the night report will say that you
had the pistol and they decided not to use
gun fire.
You succeed in one thing: to have been
victorious in one battle for the freedom
and equal movement within your notion
as a citizen of the British Empire . In this
act you are politicised as a martyr for the
cause. though your eventual journey to
imprisonment and death still awaits across

changingwaters.
Defenceless, still a pauper you will see
from the distance a warship coming your
way. The HMCS Rainbow, arriving at
8:15 in the morning, will anchor 200
yardsawayfrom yourfreighter. The whole
of Vancouver will be out to see your
demise astheir morning's entertainment .
The Rainbow's arsenal consists of two
six-inch and six four-inch torpedo tubes .
The ammunition supply consists of old
fashioned shells. The tubes are aimed
directly at your head, along with this is the
Vancouver Militia including the sixth regiment and the Irish Fusiliersand Highlanders. And all you have in your freight is
coal.
Why ... Why ... a life laid down for the
British Armed Forces, you say to yourself, as the lunar light cut's across the

wave and lingers on in your mind? A

will not go unnoticed .
I offer this one last piece of information

question asked out of exasperation leads

in your memory-a

to the heart of revolution. Once an ally,

Loyalist Sir John Roberts-dated

now the enemy.

1914:

The irony is well suited, Dr . Skeltou
writes to Sir Wilfred Laurier: "this nucleus of the new Canadian navy was first
used to prevent British subjects from
landing on the British soil."
You drift out to the sea at Sam in the
morning on July 23 1914. You have provisions, your sleep will be at ease, but the
final sacrifice awaits you at Budge Budge,
India where as a criminal you will lay
down your life as 177 rounds of .303 bore
pierce your group and the first shot fired
from the ship is quickly droned out by the
hissingof the Royal Fusilliers.
There, you have been killed because
you protested enforced repatriation .
The massacre which

many say go

beyond the official count of 26 killed,

quote from a British
Jan 5,

'What goodhas Indiadoneus?Firstit has
increasedthe smallislandofEnglandto the
largestempire in the world,and has given
them wisdom,strengthand happiness.
I willtell you the benefits one by one.
All the regimentshave been formed from
India.Allourmerchantshipssteamingin all
ports ofthe worldhave been built by the
wealth of India. All the big buildingsin
Londonare built out of Indianmoney. If
it were not for India, Englandwould be
unknown today. The modern towns of
Edinburgh,Cheltenhamand Bath have all
been builtwith Indianmoney. It was by the
help ofthe Indianmerchants and Indian
money that we were enabled to fight
Napoleon Bonaparte.It was only by the
help ofIndianmoneythat we wereenabled

to defeat and bind him and deport him to
an island in the Atlantic Ocean. These
benefits have been done for Englandby
India,but the Indianpeople are not aware
oftheir strength."
Ranjeet, your life is of the greatest
value, and your sacrifice will live on . I
write this to share your breath, and to
hold the truth of your cond ition up to
books written that dismiss and trivialize
your Canadian contribution . You have
given me life in Canada. Life in Britain,
life in America . Your actions with your
return to India, was one more example of
The Empire's injustice , and the fuel
towards self rule in India.

With love and respect
Phinder-Dulai
Vancouver, British Colum bia, 1994
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BRIARPATCHis Saskatchewan's
ALTERNATIVESis Canada's
award-winning political magazine
foremost environmental journal
which provides an alternative view
since 1971 . Thought-provoking
on issues and events in Canada
articles go beyond band-aid solutions
and the world . Essential reading for
to consider concrete alternatives for
a wide range of environmental issues. those interested in politics, unions,
the environment , women's rights
Look to Alternativesfor reports of
and internat ional affairs. We
environmental happen ings,
publish articles the mainstream
provocative opinion pieces, and
reviews of the latest eco-books.
media won't touch . Ten times a year.

Looking for
an adventure
In magazine reading?
Order a samplecopy of the best
of Canada'sother pressby simply
filling out the requestform below.
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GREENTEACHERis a forum for
teachers and parents seeking to
promote environmental and globa l
awareness among young peop le
from K to 12. It offers perspectives
on the role of education in creating
a sustainable future, practical crosscurricular activities, reviews of the
latest teaching resources, and
successfulideas from green educators.

As Canada's largest national
femin ist magazine, HERIZONS
explores women 's health issues,
the law, work and culture, and
entices readers with provocative
reviews and columnists. Unabashedly feminist, Herizonsis written in
a way that is relevant to the daily
lives of women. Canada's muchneeded answer to Ms.
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To place your order, please:
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JOUwish to receive.
Alternatives
Brlarplk:ti Brolca'IPencll
canadianOimelISion Fla
C.elst
GreenTeacher
HelUlans
IClnesis
I.at Amer.ColniexiolIS NewClly
Newlntanationalist
New Maritfmes
PeaceMagazine
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NEW MARmMES is regional
polit ics, environment , labour,
culture and history, all from a
refreshing perspective. Regular
columns on Maritime books,
political economy and Third World
issues.This bimonthly is a unique
adventure in radical regionalism
that , into its second decade, still
refusesto bow to the powers that be .

OUR TIMES is Canada's
pro -labour magazine . Each issue
features voices of union and
community activists across the
country who are concerned with
the welfare of workers . Our Times
is an excellent educational
resource for those interested in
labour issues. Don't miss out!
Published six t imes a year.

prov

code

telephone

3/ calculate JOUI'...,.ent. The firstmagazineyou
requestcosts SS.00, each additionalmagazineis Sl.50.
Forexample,if you orderthree magazines,your payment
would be SS.00 + 2 x S2.50 = S10.00. GSTis included.
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Plffll IIMM ,-, chcaue
onhr ,.,...._
to ChaosConsuffln9.
4/ Mall this form with your payment.
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Send to: Chaos Consulting-BOAP,
PO Box 65506, Stn F,
Vancouver,
BC,VSNSKS.For Inquiries only (no
•
orders), e-mailchaos@axionet.com
or fax:(604)87S-1403. •
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From political zines to hilarious
comics, from small press books to
indie r:,usic, BROICEN
PENCILmaps
the ephemeral world of independently produced Canadian culture .
Featuring hundreds of reviews,
interviews with creators, and
excerpts from everywhere, Broken
Pencilputs the reader in touch with
the creators and their work .
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Principled. Radical. Independent.
For over 30 years, CANADIAN
DIMENSIONhas been a place where
activists can debate issues,share
information, recount our victories and
evaluate our strategies for social
change . Our pages are open to all
progressive voices - debate makes
the movement stronger. And it makes
for lively reading!

INESIS

"... savvy,articulate ... a fresh
perspective." - The Globe and Mail.
In its 20th year, FUSEcontinues to
offer a dynamic crossoverof artistic,
social and political concerns that
span the gamut from race and
representation to gay / lesbian
politics, from the effects of pop
culture outside the mainstream to
cultural nationalism, and more .

Canadian Awards, the TransCanada Phrase Book, the Canadian
Mall Writing Competition, the Who
the Hell is Peter Gzowski survey,
and the very best in story, picture,
essay, memoir, crossword , toon
and little-known fact . In pr int since
1990 . " A publication that is, in this
country, inimitable ." - TorontoStar

NEW CITY MAGAZINE believes in
a distinct and sustainable Canadian
urban culture and identity.
Featuring articles, stories and
histories about the city and its
people, it is a critical forum on the
modern city. New City strives to
build a better understanding of
urban maladies and the possibilities
for change .

magazine turns the issues inside out
and explains what 's really going on .
It's the best guide to the major issues
from the arms trade to AIDS, from
human rights to hunger. Each month ,
NI tackles one subject, and gives you
the facts and the arguments. To
influence what's happening to you,
you need to know what's going on.

One of Canada's hottest
independent literary quarterlies,
SUB-TERRAINfeatures the work of
writers, artists and photographers
from Canada, the US and foreign
locations . Each issue is a stimulating
fusion of fiction , poetry, graphic art,
commentary and book reviews.
"Eschews geography in favour of a
borderless world" - VancouverMag.

THIS MAGAZINE is a 30-year-old
national magazine of politics and
culture . A 1996 winner of two gold
and one silver National Magazine
Awards for investigative journalism
and political criticism . This
Magazine prints fearless reporting ,
showcasesgroundbreaking literature,
and critiques culture - high and low with attitude, personality and style.

GEISTis home to the Honourary
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An indispensable news source and
Canada's foremost feminist
newspaper, ICINESIStakes you
where the dailies don't bother
going. Through investigative
reports, timely interviews, cultural
affairs and national/international
news, Kinesisprovides a fresh look
at what women are thinking - and
doing - about their lives.

ounoo,c

provides a Jewishsecularhumanist perspective on political and
cultural issues.It features original
articles, stories, and reviewsby writers
from Canada, the USA, Israel,France,
Germany and EasternEurope.
Promoting peace in the Middle East
and the world, Outlooksupports
multiculturalism and promotes selfdetermination of all peoples.
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LATIN AMERICA CONNEXIONS/
CONEXIONLATINA provides
commentary on the struggle for
peace and justice in Latin America,
and promotes a continent-wide,
internationalist vision. This bilingual
publication includes current accurate
analysisof Latin American events, and
information about resources,
campaigns and organizations.

PEACEMAGAZINE is a multipartisan voice for peace, conflict
resolution and non-violence in our
homes, in playgrounds and
between nations. For over a
decade, our magazine has been a
forum on how to create a more
peaceful and just world .
"Your solace in conflicting times."
- BrokenPencil

NEW INTERNATIONALIST

